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6BSI86CI 
n,e author has dealgned a aolld state electronic 

control svstem for the Mack Autoraatlc Power Train. fhls ~ ' 

syst"m provlde9 for control of the tranamlaslon, englne 

ROVPrnlne and road speed governing. These functions are 

pPrfonned digitally, A prototype was breadboarded using 

c:-1os logic. The author considers C'6t0S logic to be the 
• 

best choice for thls system, Speed signals from the 

engine and transmission are provided by magnetic trans

ducers of two different types, Hall effect and inductive. 

The ~·fAPT concept involves operating the engine at a 

fixP.d speed of 1700 rpm. Through the use of two planet

ary gear sets, six clutches, and two hydraulic pwnp/ 

motors, an infinitely variable gear ratio is provided in 

the transmission. The control system provides for en

gaging each of the six clutches when the two halves of a 

clutch are exactly at synchronous speed. The driver uses 

a switch type selector to control the selection of the 

various transmission functions such as "neutral", "drive" 

and "reverse", The system provides for engaging each 

clutch at the proper instant and in the proper sequence. 

An interlock is provided to prevent the driver from dam

aging the transmission through an improper se·leet-i·on·, - -·

The system developed consists of controlling engine 

1 
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apeed by loading the engine through a change in tr•n•

mission ratio, and controlling road apeed by varying the 

fuel injection pump rack position. Engine apeed ia con

trolled by varying the displacements of the two pump/ 

motors by means of a single actuator. The actuator con

sists of a hydraulic cylinder controlled by a pair of 

solenoid valves for positioning. A floati.ng control sys

tem with full autanatic, reset action op·erates the t·wo 

valves. The engine speed input signal to the controller 

comes from a mag·netic sensor which •counts• ring gear 

teeth on the engine flywheel. 

The desired road speed is set by means of the accel

erator pedal which transmits a canmand signal to the road 

speed governor. The actual road speed signals for this 

controller are obtained from a sensor located at the out

put shaft of the transmission. A floating control system 

similar to that used for engine speed control is also 

used for road speed governing. A rate-of-approach sys

tem has been added, however, to compensate for the 

response lag in the system which is represented by the 

necessary time required to accelerate or decelerate the 
(•· 

cornpi.-ete· mass of the vehicle in response to a change in 

the engine fuel input. _Inclusion of the rate-of-approach 

feature permits the use of a control deadband of reduced 

width and results in closer control of road speed. The 
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ongino injection pump rack i• poeitioned by an actuator 

consisting of a spring-return type air cyl i.nder con

trol led by a pair of solenoid valves. ~e valve i• 

normally-open and the other ia normally-cloaed arranged 

such that when the vehicle •run• switch is turned off, 

air is dumped fran the cylinder and the rack returns to 

the zero fuel position. A special feature of the con-

trol system also provides a slO\tl speed range with full 

engine torque available for use when maneuvering the 

vehicle in loading dock areas. 
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INTRQDUCTIOO 
Shortly af;er the design concept for a new automatic 

pc,.tcr train for heavy duty trucks had been established, 

the author was invited by the manufacturer to propose a 

solid state electronic system to control clutch engage

ment in the transmission. The author ecxpanded this as

signment to include proposed controls for the balance of 

the power train. The various mechanical aspects of the 

transmission are still in the process of design, but a 

prototype will be built shortly. The electronic cir

cuitry which comprises the complete control system w~s 

all bread-boarded and checked for proper functioning 

with simulated mechanical configurations. 

Chapter One introduces the present practices and 

trends in heavy duty truck transmissions. Mechanical 

operation of the Mack Automatic PO\-ler Train is described 

in Chapter Two. Because the mechanical design is unique, 

the material in this chapter is necessary for a complete 

understanding of the control system. Chapter Three 

describes the operation of the clutch engagement control. 

Included are the various considerations involved in 

making .accurate .compar.isons -o-f -shaft -speeds. The material 

in Chapter Four comprises the bulk of the development 

work which resulted in the complete system. Engine speed 

governing and ·road speed governing systems are developed 
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which provide optimum vehicle performa.nce. The environ .. 

mental condition• oncountered by electronic equipment 

installed on vehicle• are covered in Chapter Five. Thia 

chapter ia important if the deaign consideration• for the 

system are to be appreciated. The speed eenaora selected 

for the system, together with their characteristics, are 

covered in Chapter Si.x. Chapter Seven discusses avail

able logic types and the considerations which led to the 

selection of CMOS logic for the system. Detailed des

criptions and schematic diagram.a of all circuitry in

volved in the system are contained in Chapter Eight. 

Chapter Nine relates the electronic control system to the 

final mechanical design of the transmission. 
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CHAPT£R 1 .. TH£ :rsus;,s IRMSMISSI(Ji 
For many years a standard feature of heavy duty 

trucks has been a ma.nual ly ehi fted transmission which 

permits the driver to operate the engine u.nder conditions 

of maximum pa.,,er for a given road speed. This trans

mission frequently assumes the form of a five speed main 

gear cox driving into a two or a three speed auxiliary 

gear box so as to provide either ten or fifteen forward 

speeds. Each of the two gear boxes has its O\tln shift 

stick. By proper manipulation of the two shift sticks 

the driver is able to select the proper over all gear 

ratio to permit the engine to operate at optimum con

ditions for a given road speed. Considerable skill and 

diligence on the part of the driver are required, if the 

maximum efficiency is to be obtained, particularly when 

the vehicle is operating in mountainous terrain. 

Following the trend in passenger car practice 

certain automatic transmissions designed for use in 

heavy ~uty trucks have appeared. These transmissions 

effectively remove· the human element and assure optimum 

operating conditions at all times. -These automatic 

transmissions also reduce driver fatigue and therefore 
/ 

contribute to safety in operation of the_vehicle. Un-

fortunately the efficiency of most automatic trans

missions is lower than that of a convention'al manually 
~ 
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ahi tted gear box·. Thia reduced efficiency of the auto

matic transmission results fran the uae of a hydraulic 

fluid coupling or a torque converter. 

In order to overcome the poor efficiency of the con

ventional autanatic transmission several new semi-auto

matic transmissions have been developed. These are in 

effect conventional manually shifted gear boxes which 

have been converted to automatic shift by a series of ex

ternal actuators directed by a,n electronic controller. 

Instead of a conventional shift stick, the driver moves 

a switch-type selector lever. The Dana SST-10 tra.ns-

mission is an example of this type of unit. Semi-auto

matic operation is achieved with an electric clutch and 

brake. Air controls and a solid state electronic pack

age are designed into the unit to control synchronizing 

and shifting functions. The control provides for con

tinuous electronic monitoring so as to properly sequence 

the mechanical events that must take place (clutch en

gagement and disengagement, shifting and synchronization.). 

If an imbalance occurs in the system because the driver 

selected a new gear ratio, the logic system activates 

a predetermined sequence to re-establish the balance 

between the selector switch and the various transmission 

ratios. The control system also canpensates for driver 

error, thus protecting the transmission from damage. 

, 
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Meanwhile manufacturer• of the conventional type 

of automatic transmission, auch a, Alliaon, have been 

making changes in their u.nita to i.mprove efficiency and 

obtain better control over the performance. For use in 

conjunction with their largest transmissions, Allison 

has an.nounced the new autanatic electric shift control 

which is a miniature electronic computer knCJ\1/J'l as a 

shift patter·n generator. Electric signals flO'A' con

tinuously from the vehicle operators station, as well 

as from the engine and the output point of the trans

mission itself, into the transistorized device. By 
' constantly evaluating each of these signals, the shift 

pattern generator selects the best gear range for the 

work the engine-trarsrnission package is doing at any 

given moment. If gear up-shifts or down-shifts are 

needed they are ordered by the automatic shift control. 

· A further development in the automatic transmission 
• 

field is a new transmission being marketed by the Curmnins-

Sundstrand Corporation which combines the best features 

of hydrostatic and mechanical transmissions. This 
~ 

transmission employs two power paths, one mechanical and 

the other hydraulic. Under normal conditions the amount 

of power transmitted by the hydraulic train varies from 

zero to 35 percent of engine power. The distribution of 

power between the two trains is adjusted automatically 
', 

1,) 

as dictated by the requirements of the operating con

s 
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ditiona. The ottect ot this diviaion of pot.ter between 

the two trains ia to produce an infinitely variable 

ratio characteristic which optimizes the engine-trana .. 

mission overall efficiency. 

\then the Mack Automatic Pc:,.,,er Train (MAPT) waa being 

designed it was decided to use the hyd.ro-mechanical ap

proach. It was f·urther decided that the engine would be 

operated at a constant speed. This concept permits de

signing for optimum conditions at a single engine ap.eed 

and assists in the problem of mini.mizing engine pol

lutants. 
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~HAPTt:R 2 - :rtz MACK AUTOMATIC .PQWE8 TRAIN 
A schematic diagram of the tranamiaeion i• ehown in 

Figure l. Power ia transmitted fran the input ah.aft to 

the output shaft through an infinitely variable ratio 

system consisting of four separate ranges. As ahO'ttm in 

the diagram, there are two planetary gear sets, two 

hydraulic variable displacement pump/motors and· si.x 

clutches. The planetary and hyd.raulic u.ni ts are organ

ized into two component groups interconnected by the six 

clutches. The first canponent group is made up of the 

first planetary and the two hydraulic units and pro-

duces two outputs whose speed changes with the relative 

displacements of the hydraulic units. The second com

ponent group consists of the second planetary gear set 

whose function is to split the outputs of the first can-
' 
ponent group to give a total of four ranges. 

In detail, the first planetary is shown in Figure 

2. The purpose of this planetary is to provide two out

puts, ~and~, both turning in the same direction 

and whose speeds are determined by the relative dis

placements of the hydraulic units. When the speed of 

one of these shafts increases the speed of the other . r· ·· 

decreases. One of t:he hydraulic uni ts is connected to 

gear @- and the other is connected to gear @ . It 

can be seen that when the aisplacements of the two 

10 
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hydraulic units are the 1ame, 9••~• (D and @ would 

be turning at the eame speed and therefore 9ear•@ and 

(D would turn at the aame speed. Furthermore, it the 

displacement of the hydraulic unit connected to gear@ 

is decreased such that this hydraulic unit turned faster 

than the one connected to gear@, it would appear as 

though gear (D should turn faster than gear@• How

ever, from the plot of planetary me.mber speed in Figure 

4 we see that gear (D never turns faster than gear@. 

The ex,planation is that the hydraulic unit connected to 

gear~ turns 1.9 times as fast as gear@ while the 

hydraulic unit connected to gear@ turns only 0.76 

times as fast as gear~. 

A diagram of the second planetary is shown in Figure 

3. The purpose. of this planetary is to step down the 

speeds of shafts~ and~. Thus two outputs are 

available from this stage, direct and times 0.213. 

Since two input speeds are provided we therefore have 

four output speeds available. 
I . 

This transmission provides an infinitely variable 

ratio obtained through four ranges. In range I shaft 

@ is connected to the output shaft @ through 

clutches @] and (!I and the reduction of the second 

planetary. In range II shaft~ is connected to the 

output shaft through clutches 1£1 and mJ and the 

13 



reduction of ti1e second planetar,y. In range III 

shaft@ ia coupled directly to the output ahatt through 

clutch [iJ • In range IV shaft @ ia coupled directly 

to the output shaft through clutch Ca) • 

To obtain a clearer picture of the manner in which 

operation of the various ranges supply power to the out

put shaft refer to Figure 4. In range I the speed of 

shaft (D increaQes and produces a corresponding change 

in the speed of the output shaft, the difference in 

rate being due to the reduction of the second planetary. 

In range II, shaft 0 increases with a corresponding 

increase in the output shaft, and again the difference 

in rate is due to the reduction of the second planetary. 

In range III, since shaft (Dis directly coupled to 

the output shaft, the speeds of the two shafts are the 

same. In range IV, shaft~ is directly coupled to 

the output shaft and again the speeds of the two shafts 

are the same. It will be noticed from Figure 4 that the 

engine speed (member~ ) is constant at 1700 rpm ex

cept for the first half of range I. The decrease in 

speed at this point is necessary to prevent overspeed

ing gear G) . 
Provision for operating the vehicle in reverse is 

obtairied by engaging clutch rm in place of clutch (£1 

14 
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Thi• lock• up member rather than member @ and 

caueea @ to 

in Figure 3. 

rotate in the oppoeite direction, •• aeen 
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CHAPT£8 J ~ n!§ CLU1s;t1 §NQAQf:'1§NT CONTROL 
The transmi1aion control can be broken d°""1\ into 

two parts: a clutch engagement control and an engine 

speed control. The clutch control is designed to engage 

the clutches in the proper order when the two members of 

the clutch are at synchronous speed. The obvious method 

for measuring the speeds of the tw·o members is to count 

gear teeth over a period of time. Two magnetic sensors 

would be used for this purpose. This method, hO\tlever, 

is satisfactory only when the speeds of the two members 

are relatively constant or changing slowly. 

In this application the speed of one member is in

creasing while the speed of the other member is de

creasing, and it is necessary to determine the exact 

instant when the speeds of the two members of the 

clutch are equal. It was decided therefore to measure 

period instead of frequency. This reduces the measure

ment interval. The limitation of this method is only 

the accuracy of gear tooth spacing. The sine wave out

put signal from each magnetic sensor is fed into a 

Schmitt trigger which produces a square wave. In order 

to compensate for a possible lack of symmetry of the 

square wave, resulting from non-linearity of the sine 

wave from the pickup and/or the Schmitt trigger, the 

frequency of the square wave is divided by two. It can 

17 
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be demonstrated that this technique effectively eli,min

ates differences in the on-times of the two square waves. 

These on-time differences might result from differences 

in the signals from the t·wo sensors because of different 

gear tooth widths on the two rotating members. As de

signed, the period canparison circuit requires a ma.xi

mum of three input pulses for accurate detennination of 

identical period. The finite detection time can be cal

culated as follO\t/s: 

and 

In a shift between 

[Q] are engaged and 

ranges I and II, clutches 

therefore members(!) and 

must be compared for synchronous speed. In a shift from 

range II to range III or in a shift from range IV to 

range III, clutch mJ is engaged and therefore members 

CD and e must be compared. In a shift from range 

III to range IV, clutch mJ • engaged and members© 1S 

and e must be compared. In a shift from range III 

range II, clutch ~ is engaged. • However, since one-

half of clutch [£] is connected to the transmission 

case, the two halves of clutch 1£1 are not compared. 

Instead, we can take. advantage of the fact that when 

the speed of member @ is zero, the following re

lationship holds between members @ and @; (b+a)/a 

revolutions of~= 1 revolution of@, where a= 

the number of gear teeth on~= 23 teeth and b = 

18 
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the number of gear teeth on @ "' es teeth. Thu•, 108 

revolutions of@ must provide the aame number of sensor 

pulses as 23 revolutions of e . Therefore, since (D. 
@, @ and~ are compared for synchronous speeds, let 

0. ©. @ and e all have the same number of teeth 

read by the sensor and let this be 46 teeth. For the 

range III to range II shift, we need a second output 

from 

put 

with 108 pulses per revolution. Call this out

• Then for the range III to II shift, can-

pare the period of the pulses from to twice the 

period of the pulses from~ (divide the frequency of 

the pulses from @ by two). 

The equation for the sense time for a shift between 

two ranges is: 

60 sec/min X 3 pulses 

speed of the two members X number of pulses per 
revolution of the members 

I 

The 60 sec/min is used to convert the speed of the 

members being compared from rev/min to rev/sec. The 3 

pulses come about due to the fact that 3 input pulses 

are necessary for the comparison circuit to compare 

period. 

I and II 

• comparing 

1700 RPM, 

I 

Thus, the sense time for a shift between ranges 

or between ranges III and IV, where we are 

members @ , @, and ·~ at a speed of 

is 2.3 milliseconds. The sense time for a 

19 
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ahitt from range II to range III, where member• (D and 

e are compared at a speed of 745 rev/min, is 5.25 

millisecond.a. The sense ti,me for a shift from range III 

to range II, where 1/2 the speed of~ (23 pulses/rev 

@ 3500 RPM) is compared to (108 pulses/rev@ 745 

R.PM), is 2. 24 milliseconds. Thus the maximum sense time 

anywhere in the clutch control circuit is only 5.25 

milliseconds. 

Hydraulic actuation of the clutches is provided 

with solenoid valves controlling the hydraulic cylinders. 

A typical solenoid valve has an operating time of ten 

milliseconds. Operating time for the hydraulic cylinders 

is something in excess of one hundred millisecond.a, so 

it is clear that the electronic and electro-mechanical 

portions of the system are faster than the hydraulic 

actuating .means. Control of the transmission is by a 

selector lever or push-button assembly available to the 

driver with the following positions: Start, Neutral, 

Reverse, Drive Low and Drive High. It will be noted 

that a Park position has been omitted. This would be 

superfluous in view of the fact that spring brakes for 

parking are standard on all heavy duty trucks. 

Start - In this position it is possible to start the 

truck by pushing or towing in the event that the truck 

has weak batteries. Clutch [fil is deliberately engaged 

20 
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which effectively puta the tranamiaaion in range III. 

As soon aa the engine atarta the selector lever can be 

moved to neutral to allow the engine to continue run

ning while the vehicle is parked. 

Ney~ral - With the selector lever in neutral, all six 

clutches are disengaged which eliminates any trans

mission of power from the input shaft to the output 

shaft of the transmission. 

Reverse - With the selector lever in this p,osition, the 

transmission is in "drive low", with Clutch (R) engaged 

in place of Clutch [g. 

Drive L°"" - The purpose of this position, is to allO\t,' 

for 1()\,/ speed operation of the vehicle as when maneu

vering around loading docks. Vehicle speed is limited 

to ten percent of normal, but full engine power is still 

available. Clutches ~ and I!) are engaged as when 

operating in range I. 

Drive High - This is the position of the selector lever 

in which the truck normally would be driven. At mini

mum throttle, Clutches (g and I!) are engaged, the 

engine is at idle and the displacements of the hydraulic 

units are controlleq such that the output shaft speed 
) . 

I 
I 

is zero. At this time the transmission is in range I.· 

As the driver increases the throttle, the engine speed 

1 increases as shown· in Figure 4 and the displac~ment of 
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hydraulic unit A increaaea while the displacement of 

hydraulic unit B decreaaea aa shown in Figure 5. As 

truck apeed increases auch that the two halves of 

Clutch [Q) are at the same speed, Clutch [Q] is en

gaged. After Clutch mJ is engaged, Clutch mJ is dis

engaged and the transmission goes fran Range I to 

Range II. To increase the speed of the truck i_n Range 

II, the displacement of hydraulic unit A is decreased 

while the displacement of hydraulic unit Bis increased. 

As truck speed further increases to the point where the 

two halves of Clutch rnJ are at the same speed, Clutch 

IE is engaged after which Clutch fg] is disengaged 

and the transmission goes from Range II to Range III. 

To increase the speed of the truck in Range III, the 

displacement of hydraulic unit A is increased while 

the displacement of hydraulit unit Bis decreased, as 

in Range I. After a further increase in truck speed, 

toe two halves of Clutch m) will be at the same speed. 

At this time Clutch ~ is engaged,.~ Clutch IE is dis-"' . 

engaged and the transmission goes from Range III to 

Range IV. To increase the speed of the truck in Range 

IV, the hydraulic uni ts are varied the -~~~- as i.~ Rcinge __ 

II; the.displacement of hydraulic unit A decreases 

while that of B increases. A decrease in throttle 

. indicating desire for lower speed causes the displace~. 
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ment ot hydraulic unit A to increaae and the dieplace

ment of u.nit B to decrease and the tranami1eion goea 

back do.im through the rangea, fran IV, to III to II to 

I, until the proper speed is obtained. 

To prevent the driver from damaging the trans

mission through an incorrect selection of operating 

mode, a.n electrical interlock is provided which ignores 

the improper selection and sounds an alarm. The per

missible selector lever sequences are as follows: fran 

••start" to "neutral" any time; from "Reut,:al" to "start" 

only when the engine is not running; between "neutral", 

*'reverse", ttdrive low" and .. drive high" only when the 

engine is at idle and the truck is not moving. An 

interlock is also provided to prevent cranking the 

engine unless the transmission is in neutral • 

'J 
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k&fDR 4 - RQAP SPHP MP INQlMI itHP ZlYIBMlNG 
koOttolling the Yehic;le bv Ht•o• of ~b• Tr1n1mi11<ion 

Aa stated previously, one of the concept• of the 

HAPT is to operate the engine at a c,onatant speed of 

1700 R<PM. Logically this 1700 RPM must be maintained by 

a mechanical or an electrical governor. Vehicle road 

speed could be controlled by varying the transmission 

ratio. As shown in Figure 6, input cooma.nds to the trans

mission control are supplied fran a roadspeed governor 

whose set point input is provided by the accelerator 

pedal of the vehicle. For example, to maintain a con

stant roadspeed of 35 miles per hour, the transmission 

controller will vary the ratio of the transmission as 

required to maintain this speed as the truck goes up 

and down hill. As more or less engine power is re-

quired the engine governor will vary the fuel control 

rack of the injection pump accordingly. 

Unfortunately, this simple control system has 

several inherent problems. First of all, there is no 

provision to accorrunodate loads on the vehicle at a 

given road speed which are greater than the horsepower 

capabilities of the engine. For example, with a given 

_vehicle weight and road grad~ it may not be possible to 

maintain 55 miles per hour with the size of the engine 

installed in the vehicle. -As the vehicle moves up a 
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hill we reach a point where the engine i• aupplying maxi

mum horae pc7er1er with the injection pump rack i.n the full 

fuel position. If the road speed decreaaea below the aet 

point, the transmission controller will change the trans

mission ratio in a.n attempt to maintain road speed by 

decreasing the overall gear ratio. A decrease in gear 

ratio, hO\t/ever, increases the load on the engine. When 

we have reached the operating condition where the engine 

governor has produced a full throttle condition, any 

further attempt by the transmission control to maintain 

road speed can result only in a decrease in engine speed • 
. 

This could result in eventual stalling of the engine. The 

driver can avert this catastrophe, however, by backing off 

the setting on his accelerator pedal and allowing road 

speed to drop sufficiently to maintain 1700 RPM engine 

speed. Automatic means can be provided, however, to avoid 

relying on the driver to back off on his accelerator 

setting. This means would sense any decrease in engine 

speed below 1700 RPM with the rack in the full fuel 
'l 

position. The resulting signal would be used to reset 

the roadspeed governor to a lower value to maintain en

. gine speed at 1700 RPM. 
• 

.. 
f ... 

The second problem with this control system, how-

ever, results from the fact that there is.no tendency 
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toward• •elf-regulation. Let ua conaider the caae where 

engine speed may increase alightly. Thi• inereaee in 

engine apeed will cau1e a correaponding increase in road 

speed. If thia increase in road apeed ia within the 

deadband of the road speed controller, nothing happens. 

If the road speed controller deadband is exceeded, how

ever, the transmission ratio will be decreased so as to 

u.nload the engine and further increase engine speed. 

This could be a.n inhere.ntly unstable condition inasmuch 

as the additional increase in engine speed caused by 

the transmission controller will require the engine 

governor to operate to bring the speed back down. This 

change in engine speed, however, will in turn actuate 

the road speed controller and continual interaction 

between the two control systems will result. 

The foregoing problems can be further aggravated 

due to the small changes in transmission efficiency 

which occur throughout the operating range. See Figure 

7. If you consider operation at point A on the effic

iency curve, it will be noted that efficiency increases 
• 

quite steeply for a small decrease in road speed and/or 

-- ---·--a-sma--1-1--~ae-cre-a·s·e--in·overal], transmission ratio. This 

increase in efficiency serves further to decrease the 

load on the engine. This results in a momentary 

increase in engine speed similar to~·but of art even 
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greater magnitude than, tl1tt phenomenon previoualy de

scribed. It also becanea obvious at this point that the 

speed versus load characteristic of the engine is i.m

portant if a smoothly operating power train is to be ob

tained •. Engine characteristics should be tailored at the 

operating point, such that a decrease in horsepc,.r.ter occurs 

with an increase in engine speed, as shown in Figure 8. 

This drop-off of engine power as L'·ngine speed increases 

will compensate for the increase in efficiency of the 

transmission, and thus contribute to the inherent damping 

of the control system. 

Improved Control System 

Most of the problems noted with the foregoing control 

system can be eliminated by controlling road speed by 

varying engine fuel injection pump rack position, and by 

controlling engine speed by varying transmission ratio. 

This system is shown diagramatically in Figure 9. The 

action of the transmission control in this system is to 

vary the transmissiqn ratio so as to unload the engine 

as the engine speed decreases and load the engine as the 

engine speed increases. This eliminates the problem 
~ -~ 

previously mentioned where the engine could be stalled 

by an attempt of the controller to maintain road speed 

under conditions of heavy load. Now as the vehicle 

climbs a. hill engine-- speed and road speed b·egin to drop 
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off. The two control !era operate al.mo•t aimul taneoualy, 

with the road ap,eed controller producing a further ad .. 

vancement of the rack and the e.ngine speed controller 

cha.nging the transmission ratio so as to u.nload the 

engine to maintain 1700 RPM. It should be noted that 

both the engine speed and road speed controllers oper

ate to maintain the engine speed at 1700 RPM. Since 

both of these controllers operate in the same direction 

there is no interaction which would produce a.n unstable 

control system. It should be understo.od that small 

changes in road speed conceivably could produce a change 

in injection pump rack setting which would be sufficient 

to return road speed to the set point, without actuation 

of the engine speed controller, and without a change in 

transmission ratio. As the vehicle begins to descend 

a grade, engine and road speeds are maintained at the. 

set point by readjustment of the two controllers in a 

manner exactly opposite to that when the vehicle was 

going up the hill. 

A problem not previously considered is that of per-
• 

mitting the truck to come to 4 canplete stop without 

stalling the engine. When the driver removes his foot 

from the accelerator pedal and steps on the brake, the 

road speed governor calls for zero road speed which re

turns the injection pump rack to the minimum fuel 
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poeition. Tho engine apood controller down-ehift• the 

tran•miaaion in an attempt to maintain engine apeed at 

1700 R.PM. Aa the vehicle alOW11 clown, the reader might 

expect that engine speed will continue to decrease un

til the idle value is reached with the vehicle stopped, 

except that with this transmission there is a sp,ecial 

problem. Referring to Fig·ure S it can be seen that, at 

zero road speed, hydraulic unit B has a displacement of 

10 cubic inches per revolution and hydraulic u~it A has 

a displacement of minus 7 cubic inches per revolution. 

The problem is to position the actuator at the prop,er 

point to maintain the displacement of hydraulic unit A 

exactly at the point which corresponds to zero miles 

per hour. It ca.n be seen that if the displacement of 

unit A is too large in the negative direction, the out

put shaft will tend to turn in the reverse direction 

which will cause the vehicle to move backwards. It is 

obvious from the mechanical design, that this position

ing requirement can be met by proper design of the road 

speed governor, so that when zero miles per hour is 

sensed, the transmission is shifted into neutral and the 

engine speed is maintained at idle by controlling the 
.. 

rack position. 

An optional simplification of this system would 

consist of eliminating the road speed governor and 
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controlling the injection pump rack directly from the 

accelerator p,edal. The election of this option sacri

fices the possibility of including a cruise control for 

the vehicle. Thia feature is considered to be a definite 

convenience when operating vehicles on interstate high

ways. The proble.m of bringing the vehicle to a stop with

out stalling the engine also must be resolved by some 

other means if the road speed controller is to be elim

inated. 

Engine Speed Controller 

Engine speed is controlled by varying engine load 

through a change in transmission ratio. Rotational speed 
I 

of the engine flywheel is sensed by counting ring gear 

teeth. The controller produces an output signal which 

is used to position a pneumatic or nydraulic actuator 
..... 

connected to the control lever of the hydraulic pump/ 

motor units in the transmission. The actuator is 

positioned by means of a single speed floating control 

system which supplies air or hydraulic fluid to the 

actuator to produce movement through its entire range. 

A pair of solenoid valves is used to control the fluid 

pressure applied to the actuator. One valve connects 

to a source of high pressure and moves the actuator in 

the increase direction. The second solenoid valve is 

-a bleed o·r dump valve and causes the actuator to move 
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in the docr,,au,, di roct ion. 

The solenoid valves in turn aro controlled by in

crease and decrease signals from the controller, but 
a deadband is provided between these two signals. This 

is done so that only a single increase or decrease com

mand from the controller is present at any one time. 

When engine speed is within the established deadband 

there is no sig·nal to either solenoid valve, and the 

actuator p·osi tion remains fixed. Should engine speed 

decrease below the edge of the established dead.band, how

ever, the controller automatically supplies a signal to 

the increase solenoid valve which then causes the 

actuator to move in the proper direction to unload the 

engine and increase speed. The signal to the solenoid 

valve disappears as soon as the speed moves back inside 

the established deadband and the actuator then remains 

stationary in its new position. Correspondingly, if 

engine speed increases beyond the established deadband, 

the controller provides the necessary signal to the de

crease solenoid valve, which in turn moves the actuator 

in the necessary direction to increase engine loading 

and return the speed to within the deadband. 

Single speed floating control has many advantages 

over a proportioning type of control for this appli

cation. Full automatic reset action is obtained to 
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compon1ato for .load change. Thi a mo.:an1 that tho actuator 

may assume any position in its entire range to eati•fy 

tt,e requirements of maintaining engine apoed at the set 

point through the full range of vehicle loading, con

sistent however, with the available engine pa..,cr. The 

width of the dead.band in a floating control process 

normally is established on the basis of the required 

input measuring* lag together with the response time of 

the process. In general the greater the measurement lag 

and the slower the resp.onse of the process, the wider 

the necessary deadband. For this control system, hO\t/

ever, the measurement lag is essentially zero and the 

response time of the process relatively small, being 

only that required to move the actuator. The response 

of the transmission will be almost instantaneous. The 

deadband required conceivably is quite small so that 

engine speed can be maintained very accurately. 

The electronic controller is an all digital sys

tem receiving its input signals from the ring gear teeth 

on the engine flywheel and supplying conunand signals· to 

the pair of solenoid valves which contr~l the trans

mission actuator. This system was selected by the author 

* ''A change in the meas~red variable is not instantly detected by the measuring means of any controller. That is, all controllers indicate what the controlled variable was, not what it is. 7 Thus,· we say that the controller has measuring lag." 
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inetoad of on analog ayate.m, in order that good long 

tonn stability could bo obtained over a period of ten 

yuara or more. Thia is not unusual life for a heavy

duty truck. Referring to the block diagram of the sys

tem shO\rln in Fig,ure 10, high frequency pulses from a 

crystal controlled time base are gated by the speed 
• 

signals fran the flywheel pickup and fed to a binary 

counter. The cou.nter provides a binary number which is 

proportional to the period of the sig·nal from the engine 

speed sensor. The binary number is fed into the com

parator where it is compared with a preprograrrmed set 

point. If the number is greater than the set point, this 

indicates an engine speed which is lower than required, 

and an appropriate signal is fed to the increase solenoid 

valve. The decrease solenoid valve is actuated when the 

binary number from the counter is less than the set 

point. A latch is positioned between the outputs of the 

comparator and the solenoid drivers to store the valve 

command signals during the interval that pulses are 

gated into the counter. This assures that each command 

signal is the result of a complete count. The fixed dead

band between increase and decrease signals to the valves 

is obtained by arranging for the comparator to ignore a 

fixed number of lower order bi ts from the counter. Th·is 
' 

technique permits obtaining two accurately established 
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1ot point•. one at the hi9t1 odgo of tho deadband and the 

othor at tt,c low edge of the doadband. Both poi.nt• are 

obtained through tho input of only a single aet point 

to the comparator. 

Previously mentioned was the requirement that engine 

speed be permitted to return to idle as the vehicle is 

brought to a halt. This reduction in engine speed is 

at a rate shown in the plot of engine speed in Figure 4. 

This f·unction is accomplished by presetting the counter 

with a binary number which is proportional to the road 

speed of the vehicle. The smaller the preset binary 

number, the higher the req·uired count before the set 

point is reached, and the greater the length of the re

quired period indicating a slower engine speed. The 

preset binary number is limited to a maximum value which 
• 

corresponds to an engine speed of 1700 RPM. This is 

accomplished by means of the frequency counter which is 

programmed to stop counting at this maximum value re

gardless of input frequency. The slope of the initial 

portion of the engine speed curve of Figure 4 is a 

function of the time base of the frequency counter. A 

shorter time base requires a higher input frequency and 

thus a higher road speed to reach the maximum count. 

A maximum speed governor operating independently 

of the engine speed controller should be provided to 
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prevent accidental ongino runa\1/ay in the event of a mal

function which would prevent loading the engine through 

the transmission. This emergency device can assume the 

form of an air intake shutoff butterfly valve which is 

tripped from a backup electronic speed switch. 

ROAD SPEED CONTROL'LER 

The road speed controller receives its canma.nd 

signal fran the accelerator pedal and positions the in

jection pump fuel rack as required to maintain a given 

road speed with the controlled 1700 RPM engine speed. 

Each position of the accelerator pedal conunands a def

inite road speed. A modified single speed floating con

trol system is used to position the injection pump fuel 

rack through a pneumatic actuator controlled by a pair 

of solenoid valves. A normally-closed valve is used 

for "increase" while a normally-open valve is used to 

dump air from the cylinder for "decrease". This arrange

ment provides a fail-safe operation and also permits 

stopping the engine by simply turning-off the "RUN" 

switch. De-energizing these valvesautomatically re-, 

turns the injection pump rack to the no-fuel position. 

The requirements of the road speed controller are 

more difficult to meet than those of the engine speed 

controller previou_sly described. The response time of 

the controlled process is greater. As the fuel rack 
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of tho in)oction pump i1 changed in poaition, a cortain 

elapaed time is roquirod before the roaulting road ape,,d 

change can be detected. The mass of the entire vehicle 

must be accelerated or decollerated before a change in 

the road speed can be noted. Unless the deadband of the 

controller is reasonably wide, this process lag could 

produce overshooting of the set point. The rack 

actuator would continue to move in the direction to cor

rect road speed so long as the measurement remained out

side of the established measurement deadband. Over

correction of the rack position would result. 

A rate-of-approach feature has been added to the 

floating control system to compensate for this process 

response lag. This feature provides for positioning the 

control actuator such that the vehicle accelerates or 

decelerates toward the set point speed at a constant 

rate. This constant rate of acceleration is lower than 

that which would result from normal control action and is 

maintained only within a certain distance from the dead

band. In Figure 11 these upper and lower approach bands 

of constant acceleration are shown. As the speed enters 

the approach band minor cycling occurs before the opti

mum setting of the throttle is obt·ained. This cycling 

determines the design width of the approach bands. By 

proper design, the rate of acceleration can be chosen 
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10 that 1n t'l!,ffttct tho m~aourc:tJ variablu will coaat 1nto 

tl1c, doadband. Without tl1<, rate of approact, feature, 

motion of the actuator would be at a fixed rate until 

the measurement had entered the deadband. Because of 

the process lag, the measured value conceivably would 

coast completely through the deadband and require a 

correction in the reverse direction. Thus a hunting 

condition would result. 

A block diagram of the road speed controller is 

shown in Figure 12. A series of pulses from the road 

speed sensor control a gate which feeds high frequency 

pulses from a time base into the counter. This is 

similar to the arrangement used in the engine speed con

troller. In this case, however, the frequency of the 

time base is controlled by the accelerator pedal of 

the vehicle. The counter will reach a specific count 

in a time which is determined by the frequency of the 

variable time base as determined by the position of the 

accelerator pedal. With this arrangement, a given count 

may be obtained over the full range of vehicle road 

speed. 

As previously described, the road speed control 

system acts to maintain the vehicle speed within a 

narrow deadband surrounding the set point established 

by the accelerator pedal. High and low approach bands, 
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ncvora l t imttn tho w1dtt1 of tt,c deadband, extend above 

and bola.+ tt10 doadband. It '&hould bo remembered that 

the act point~ which i• located at the center of the 

dcadband, is movable throughout the entire road speed 

range of the vehicle and that the relationship between 

tl,is set point and the approach bands above and below 

the deadband is fixed over this entire range. Move

ment of the set point through the range is achieved by 

means of the variable time base. The fixed relation

ship between the two approach bands and the dead.band 

exists because the comparator is continually looking 

for the same four limits at the output of the counter. 

These correspond to the extremes of the dead.band and 

the two approach bands. 

The output from the comparator is fed to the con

trol logic which drives the increase and decrease 

solenoid valves. Whenever the road speed is within the 

deadband neither solenoid valve is energized since a 

control correction is not required. A set point multi

plexer permits the comparator to determine the re

lationship of the measured road speed to the set point 

and to the limits of the two approach bands. Whenever 

the measured road speed is outside of the deadband, but 

within either the high or low approach band, the appro-

priate solenoid valve is operate_d so as to bring the 

I 
L.~ 
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vehicle spood back toward tllt, deadband at a rate which 

avoids overshooting the deadband. The rate of return 

to the set point is controlled by comparing an instant

aneous value of road speed to an intermediate set point. 

This set point has been computed from the previously 

measured value of road speed, so as to maintain the con

stant rate of speed change. To maintain the desired 

rate, the new set point, as computed at the end of each 

measurement interval, is obtained by adding to or sub

tracting from the present value of road speed, a fixed 

number of counts. Updated values of set point are 

successively stored in the latch and fed to the com

parator via the set point multiplexer. The control of 

all functions in the system is through the control 

logic. 

The sequence of events is as follows: During the 

interval in which the input to the counter from the 

!:Jate is low, which corresponds to the space between 

road speed sensor pulses, the control logic directs 

the multiplexer to feed the value of the set point into 

the comparator. The comparator produces a signal in-
• dicating above, below, or within the deadband. If the 

measurement is within the deadband, then both solenoid 

valves are off. If the measurement is above or below 

the deadband,·the multiplexer sends upper or lower 
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approach band:s limit• to tt1c canparator. Tho com

parator then indicates whotl'1er tho aignal ia within or 

outside of the approach band. If the moaaured value 

is outside of the approach band, then the proper 

solenoid valve is turned on full. If the measure;ment 

is within the approach band, the multiplexer will feed 

the c·omputed value of the ne·w set point, which has been 

stored in the lat ch, to the comparator . The c·ompa ra tor 

then indicates any deviation from this set point and 

turns on either solenoid valve in order to effect the 

necessary correction. The next set point speed value 

then is computed by causing the counter to count up or 

dO\tlll a fixed number of counts depending on whether the 

current speed is below or above the deadband. This 

new set point value then is stored in the latch. The 

counter is reset and then is ready to count a new 

series of pulses from the variable time base. 

The rate-of-approach feature of this control system 

should make accurate road speed control possible with

out any tendency toward hunting. An actual install

ation will be necessary to determine the width of the 

deadband, the width of the approach band, and the 

actual rate-of-approach to be used. It is conceivable .,· 

that a single rate-of-approach may not be 
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1uitablo to t1andltt all condition• of load on a given 

vehicle and a type of derivative action control may 

be a necessary addition. A modification of the rate-of

approach circuit would be necessary such that the actual 

rate-of-approach is determined by the rate of deviation 

of the controlled variable from the set point. 

As previously mentioned, two forward drive speed 

ranges are provided, "drive low" and •drive high". A 

fixed road speed ratio of ten to one exists between 

"drive low" and "drive high". The range determining 

components of the engine speed control circuitry of 

Figure 10 have been selected to provide the "drive low" 

range. The "drive high" range is obtained by dividing 

the input frequency from the engine speed sensor by 

10. This requires the vehicle to move ten times as 

fast to provide the same input frequency to the gate. 

OPERATION AT ZERO ROAD SPEED 

At zero road. speed the nonnal engine speed con

troller cannot be used because its operation is to 

control engine speed by the application of load, but 

at zero road speed there is no load. Therefore, at 

zero road speed the output from the engine speed 

controller is transferred from positioning of the con

trol lever of the pumps in the tran·~mission to position

ing of the fuel injection pump rack of the engine. This 
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mode of operation 1• uaed in both the •neutral• and 

•atart• poeition. 

The relationship of the zero road apeed control 

to the total system is ah°""'1 in Figure 13. As pre

viously described, in •drive• and •reverse• engine 

speed is controlled by positioning the control lever 

for the pump/motors in the transmission and road speed 

is controlled by positioning the fuel injection pump 

rack. In •neutral• and •start• the engine speed is 

controlled by p-osi tioning the fuel injection pump rack. 

In •neutral• and .. start• the input to the frequency 

counter of the engine speed control shown in Figure 9 

canes from the variable reference rather than the road 

speed sensor. This allows the engine speed to be 

governed in the range between idle and 1700 RPM by use 

of the accelerator pedal. This is used when starting 

the engine or when operating accessories from the 

power-take-off, as for example, driving a blower for 

unloading dry bulk or driving the barrel of a ready

mix truck. The road speed controller assumes control 

of the entire system while bringing the vehicle to a 

stop. At zero road speed the transmission is shifted 

to neutral and the engine speed control output is 
... ·'' 

shifted to the fuel injection pump rack. 

A typical sequence of operations is as follows • 
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To bring tt1e vct1icltt to a t1al t. tl1c· dr ivor removes lli& 

foot fran t}1c, acct1lorator pedal. Tl1is calls for mini

mum road upcod and therefore the road Bp·eed controller 

cuts back the fuel injection pump rack to the minimum 

fuel position. With no fuel supplied to the engine, 

the vehicle~ decelerates to a p·oint where the driver 

makes a brake application to bring the vehicle to a 

complete halt. With application of the brake, the zero 

road speed controller enters the picture and maintains 

the injection pump rack in the zero fuel p,osi tion. As 

the vehicle decelerates from the initial release of the 

accelerator pedal and during brake application, the 

engine speed controller continuously varies the trans

mission ratio so as to maintain engine speed while the 

vehicle is driving the engine. Eventually a point is 

reached where the road speed drops so low that engine 

speed cannot be maintained. At this point the road 

speed will be very low and the engine speed, as shown 

in Figure 4, will be close to idle. As engine speed 

starts to drop below idle, the zero road speed control 

will shift the transmission into neutral and will 

electronically switch the output of the engine spe~~. 

contoller to the fuel injection pump rack of the engine. 

The engine speed control will return the rack to the 

proper position to maintain engine speed at idle. 
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The engine flywheel maintains engine speed for the 

fraction of a second required for tho electronic switch
ing and the movement of the rack. 

To start the vehicle moving forward again the 

driver removes his foot from the brake pedal. This 

reengages the proper clutches in the transmission, re

connects the engine speed control output to the con

trol lever for the hydraulic units in the trans

mission, and connects the output of the road speed 

controller to the fuel injection pump rack of the 

engine. The vehicle then will try to maintain what

ever speed the accelerator pedal calls for. The 

ability to make smooth starts is a feature of this 

control system. This is because the road speed con

troller automatically is positioned for zero road speed 

when the vehicle is brought to a halt. If the vehicle 

is to remain in the stopped position without the brake 

pedal being continuously depressed the transmission 

can be shifted into neutral. An inherent feature of 

this system is that it provides an automatic interlock 

which returns the fuel inject-i-GB-pwnp---rack to the 
. 

minimum fuel pos·i tion whenever the brake pedal is 

depressed. 
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k!'fAPTEB 5 - i\PAfTING TO Tfffi §NVIRQNHf:NT 

TKE AUTOMOTIVE ENVIBONHENI 
Electronic equipment installed on automotive 

vehicles is subject to a canplex, hostile environ

ment made up of various components. In the climatic 

area these items are temperature, humidity, inwnersion, 

salt spray, dust, oil and grease, gravel bombardment 

and altitude. In the dynamic area are shock and 

vibration. In the electrical area we have power line 

anomalies and external electric and magnetic fields. 

If we consider these individually as they relate to the 

electronics of the control system proposed for the 

MAPT it will be seen that certain items can be elim

inated through proper design, prop.er packaging and 

proper placement of the electronic package on the 

vehicle. If the electronics package is located with

in the cab of the truck, for instance, we automatically 

eliminate items such as gravel bombardment, salt spray 

and immersion.· By proper packaging of the electronics 

in a sealed box we can eliminate the effects of dust, 

oil and humidity. By proper location and mounting· we 

can ·mi·nimiz·e-··the -shock and vibration·. Temperature, 

however, is one of the most severe environmental con

siderations for vehicle electronics. A feature 
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article in tl1c January 1974 iaaut, of Automotiv1_, 

Engineering entitled "How Tougt1 is the Environment 

for Auto Electronics?" pretty well sp.ells out the 
problems of the temperature environment on board 

vehicles. 

"Temperature is one of the most severe environmental considerations for vehicle electronics. High-volume manufacturing techniques make it virtually imperative that all vehicles be built for every ex
treme. Tests at cold-weather sites indicate that -40 Fis the 10\tlest temperature that can be reasonably expected in a parked vehicle. Since temperature rise is slow after the vehicle is started at such an extreme, this temperature is also reconunended as the low soak standard. An electronic 

system should, in addition, be able to withstand storage at temperatures to -60 F. 

"At the other temperature extreme, 
values will vary with locat:bn in the vehicle. Chassis components can see 185 F to 250 F, depending on their proximity to such vehicle heat sources as exhaust, transmission, and brakes. Direct exposure to transmission, hydraulic or axle oils requires tolerance to 350 F. Components mounted on the exterior of the vehicle experience temperatures to 185 F. This limit also applies to interior 'B' pillars, doors and floor. The top of the instrument panel and the rear package shelf can reach 235 F and temperatures behind the instrument panel reach 178 F. 

Extreme underhood temperatures 
"Underhood temperatures are particularly critical because the engi~e ana· its associated controls and accessories offer the most fertile area for electronics systems, sensors and actuators. Generally, components reasonably isolated from the engine and exhaust man-ifold reach temperatures to 250 F. But minor changes in location can result in 
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radical ahifta in temperature exposure. 
Thoae values have been recorded: engine 
and transmission oil JOO F, choke housing 
400 F, exhaust manifold surface 1200 F, 
and gas within exhaust m,ani fold 1500 F."' 

Electrical Environment and Noise Immunity 

The hostile environment, encountered by elec

tronic equipment which results from electrical inter

ference on vehicles, is described in the literature. 819 

The largest negative transient on the vehicle supply 

line is lOOV. Load dump transients are positive and 

as large as 120V. The manner in which unwanted 

signals are introduced into the electrical system of 

the vehicle has been researched and is covered in a 

section of reference number 10. According to this 

reference, there are three coupling methods: Magnetic 

coupling, capacitive coupling, and conductive coupling. 

The inherent noise inununity of CMOS logic is 

greater than that of TTL but this is not of substantial 

significance in our case inasmuch as the electronic 

package will be completely enclosed in a housing fab

ricated of sheet steel.. Sheet steel is used because 

"a steel box will absorb radiated energy at 150 kHz 

such that any signal inside the box is reduced 12.9 

dB per mill of thickness of the box. In other words, 

a 1/16 inch thick steel box will attenuate radiated · 

interference by over 800 dB. A similar aluminum box 
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Tl1us, it is l,ighly unlikely that radiated energy will 

affect the circuitr·y. 

Interfering signals then ca_n enter the control 

circuitry only through the input leads entering the 

sheet metal housing. Noise on the p(J\t/er supply leads 

is effectively eliminated by a low pass filter at the 

input. In order to minimize the pickup of unwanted 

signals on the sensor leads, u.ngrounded two-wire 

conductors are used to connect each magnetic trans

ducer to its input circuit in the control box. This 

practice eliminates conductive pickup by leaving the 

sensor terminals ungrounded and connecting one of the 

two sensor leads to a corrunon point inside the control 

box. To eliminate the possibility of inductive or 

magnetic pickup, these two leads from each sensor will 

be a twisted pair. Further treatment to eliminate 

magnetic pickup consists of running all sensor leads 

together inside flexible steel conduit. A good 

choice for the sensor leads consists of a cable con

taining multiple twisted pairs and an external braid

ed metal shield. This cable is conunercially available 

and provides additional protection by eliminating 

capacitive pickup. To reduce the vulnerability of 

the input circuits of the system to false triggering, 

Schmitt triggers are used as previously described. 
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CJ·IAfDB fl ... SP!EP Sfl:!SQRS 

For the digital eyatem propoaod, aenaora which produce 

a aeries of pulaea whose number ia proportional to speed 

are the most convenient type. Thia digital ty·pe of trans

ducer is available in either optical or magnetic form. 

Recently optical systems have been developed which con

sist of an LED light source and a phototransistor re

ceiver. Periodic interruption of the transmitted light 

from the source to the transducer produces output pulses 

fran the system. This ty·pe of sensing device has been 

ruled out in this system, however, because of problems 

which would result from the accumulation of dust and 

dirt, either on the light source or on the receiver. 

Magnetic transducers are available in several form.s. 

One of these is the magnetically operated reed switch in 

which moving mechanical contacts are actuated from the 

magnetic circuit. This device has limitations of life 

and therefore is not satisfactory for high speed oper

ation. Attempted use of the reed switch transducer for 

electric speedometers has verified this contention of 

short life. 

Instead, it was deci~ed to use a static type of 
1 .. 

.. - ------ ----- --- . ---- ------ ---· ·- -- ' ---· -- . -- - ----·-- •- . . . -·--·· --... --- -- -·1 

parts and I magnetic transducer which involves no moving 

assures long term stability and long life without any 

mechanicfl wear out. The conunon variety of magnetic 
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transducer operates on tho inductive principle; a 

permanent magnet is surrounded by a coil of wire auch 

that changes in the external field of the magnet cause 

a current to be induced in the coil. When this device 

is mounted in close proximity to the face of a gear, 

electrical pulses will be induced in the coil as each 

tooth passes the transducer. The magnitude of the 

voltage pulses induced in the coil is dependent upon 

several factors such as the magnitude of the variation 

of the magnetic flux passing through the coil and the 

number of turns on the coil. The magnitude of the 

voltage is also dependent upon the rate of change of 

the magnetic flux. This means that the output signal 

from the coil will be of a greater magnitude at high 

rotational speeds of the gear than at low speeds. The 

output amplitude from this type of transducer is not 

a linear function with speed and consequently there is 

a minimum speed at which this device is usable. The 

output signal from an inductive type magnetic transducer 

is essentially a sign wave with both positive and nega

tive components. 

The second type of magnetic transducer operates on 

the Hall effect principle. The Hall effect produces 

usable voltages across the edges of certain current 

carrying electrical conductors when a magnetic field 
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ia applied perpendicular to tt1c flat aide of tho con

ductor. If the current flow through tho element ia ma in

tained conata.nt and the magnetic flwc den1ity, 8, is 

varied, the •u.11 voltage is proportional to this f lwc 

density. 12 Magnetic transducers using the Hall effect 

principle are designed to produce a naninal square wave 

output signal and, most importantly, will operate down 

to zero speed. As is the case with any semiconductor 

type device, hO\tlever, there is a definite temp.erature 

limitation involved in the operation of a Hall effect 

device. For many of these devices this limit is 2200 F. 

The vendor, however, indicates that work is in progress 

to extend this temperature limit upwards. 

In order to avail ourselves of the advantages of 

the two types of magnetic transducer, it is likely that 

a combination of the two types would be used in this 

system. Because of the higher temperature capability, 

the inductive type transducer would be used inside the 

transmission for measurement of the shaft speeds con

trolling clutch engagement. In this location the re

duced output of the inductive type transducer at low 

speeds will not be a handicap. A typical transducer will 

produce over 5 volts peak to peak at 200 pulses per 

second.with a 0.02 inch air-gap. As can be seen from 

Figure 4, member c2 is the member of the transmission 
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However, it is necessary to know the shaft speeds only 

at the shift points. At these points, the speeds of all 

the members are high enough so that they do not present 

a problem in the form of low output. 

The Hall effect sensor, hO\llever, would be used for 

the measurement of road speed because it is usable down 

to zero speed. This unit would be mounted at the rear 

bearing cover of the transmission. The sensor for 

engine speed measurement could be either the inductive 

type transducer or the Hall effect type with preference 

being on the side of the Hall effect unit due to its 

nominal square wave output. The chief advantage of the 

nominal square wave output signal results from its 

noise inununity. Pulses from the sensor are fed to a 

Schmitt trigger. Triggering occurs at a given voltage 

level of the input pulse. The nominal square wave 

presents a signal with a relatively short rise time as 

compared to a corresponding signal of sine wave form. 

Therefore, when noise is superimposed on the two signals 

it is obvious that the shift in triggering point of the 

square wave will not change significantly whereas the 
• 

trigger point of the sine wave may shift appreciably 

depending upon th~ magnitude of the noise. This shift 

in triggering point would affect measurement of period, 
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hence greatt,r apoed meaaurement accuracy ia poaaible with 
the square wave signal • 
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CttAPTER 7 SELECTION OF LOOIC TYPE 

Th1tre ar" raany raal 1 lea or dlgltal lntegrnted ctrrul r 
logle available today. After careful at\.Kty or the 
characteristics or th·eee loglc fanallles, all but three 
were rejected for po.aalble uac ln thls system. These 
three types of loglc are TTL, CMOS and PHOS. The most 
severe requl rement for the log le type is the temperature 
range over wt1lch the system must operate, As stated 

prevlously, the system must be able to operate down to 
-40°F. Both the military and commercial versions of C~IOS 
can operate down to at least -40°F. However, only the 
military version of TTL can operate down to -40°F. 
Therefore, if TTL logic is employed in the system, it will 
be necessary to use the more expensive military version, 
or to provide a heater. Certain PMOS which can operate 
down to -40°F. is available, However, it will most likely 
cost more than standard PMOS, 

The upper temperature limit for a device located 
behind the instrument panel is 178°F. Again, this is out
side the 32°F to 167°F range~of the industrial version of 
TTL. Therefore, if TTL is employed in the system, the 
military version must be used regardless of whether or not 

·---- - ------------- -- - - . - - -- . 

a heater is used. The commercial version of cr.,105 can 
operate over the temperature range of -40°F to 185°F and· ll-1 

therefore it is not necessary. to use the more expensive 
military version if CMOS is employed in the system. 
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Powor ,11~11l1inttoo 11 11r1ott,"r l11portar1t ractor. 

RP·cnus«" or tl1nlr low pow«'r dl1alr,atlon whlct1 r*'1ults l.r, 

la.1 ~enerated t1eac, CMOS and Pt-tOS lntegratnd circuit 

packa,P,rs ca,, be mountNI closP together on printed clrcut.t 

boar,ds. A srn11ll packagr houslns the completP elPCtronlc 

nssembl >' tl1tJ5 bncomos poss l blP, wh lch mlnl ml zea the 

J>roblem of flr1dt,1e 9l1fflclPnt spnce to mount the packagA 

t,ehind the instrument panel of the vehicle. The high 

dlss lpat l on of TTL logic necess l tates less dense packagl11g 

or forced air cooling. Also this power dlssipatlon limits 

the number of Bate~ which can be put into a s1nele inte

grated circuit package. 

After a final design for the canplete system has been 

established it may be desirable to consider large scale 

integration in which the entire digital circuitry could be 

included on onr or two int~grated circuit chips. The 

resulting advantages are smaller physical size, reduced 

cost, increased reliability and easier repair, With large 

scale integration (LSI), circuitry equivalent to thousands 

of transistors may be included in a minimal package size. 

Once tooled, the cost of the LSI circuit would be only a 

fraction of the cost of the original circuit c9mponents, 

One semiconductor manufacturer indicates that, at the 

volume expected, the cost of implementing this system with 

C~10S L.SI would be 25% of·using standard ·cMOS integrated 

circuits. Reduced size of the package also contributes 
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to lower coac. Wt th lntogrntf'd ct rct1l ta, ral lurea ueual ly 
occur at the polnt wher. oxt«,mal leads connect to lntc,rnal 
circuitry. With LSI 11any lndlvldual lntogratod clrcults 
art" cornblne·d on a al,ngle alllcon chlp, thus ellmlnatlng a 
large number of nxternal lncercon.nectlons betwee.n 1nd1v1-
dual lntagrated circuits. Thls reduction of conne·ctlo11s 
between the internal clrcultry a.nd the external leads 

results ln improved rellablllty, Should servicing become 
necessary, the reduct 1 on ln the number of JJackages s i,np 11-
f i es the decision concerning which component should be 
replaced, C~·fOS and P~IOS also contribute to the overall 

rel iabi 1 i ty of tl1e system because of their lower power 

dissipation which results in lotver operating temperature of 

the overall system. 

Power dissipation and supply voltage combined deter
mine the complexity of the power supply, TTL requires 
5 V ! 10% at several amperes which requires a series pass 
or switching type voltage regulator circuit, This voltage 
regulator also must operate over the -40°F to 178°F 
temperature range, The common commercially available 
integrated circuit type voltage regulator device will not 
operate over this temperature range and therefore a 

. 
special devi.ce would be required. Provision must be made • • - +-- - - ---- ·- ---- --- • ---

in the design of the power supply to block out high 
voltage transients originating in other parts of the 
vehicle electrical system. Otherwise, these transients 
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could da11aae tho 1olld 1t1te coraponent1 or tho elttetrontc 

ay1tfffll. A Zf'nftr diode eOC1t1onty la used aa a cla,ap to 

nll111lnat,. cheae tnecnlng 1plk1ta and prevt-nt thelr belng 

passed through the paver aupply. The zener diode clarap 

operatPs ln conjunction with a r·esletor ln series wlth tt1e 

power supply, The hlgh current requlrenaenc of the nL 

logic necessitates a relatively low value of the serlf!s 

resistor which requires the use of a zener dlode with high 

current capability at increased cost, 

P~fOS is not commercially available 1n IC devices of 

the type required for this system, but is commonly used in 

large scale integration {LSI). It would be expected from 

individual gate dissipation that the power supply require-

ments for P~tOS LSI for this system would consist of 12V at 

approximately 100 ma and possibly a negative supply. 

C~10S can operate anywhere between 3 and 15 volts and 

would require only 20 ma when applied to this system. This 

wide supply voltage range al lows C~fOS to be run directly 

from the vehicle electrical system with only a low current 

zener clipper to protect the C~lOS from high supply voltage 

due to failure of the alternator voltage·regulator or from 

high voltage transients. This simple power supply require-
--men t makes the choice of CMOS attractive from a cost 

standpoint, 

C~10S with its characteristic slower speed ope~ation 

and higher power supply voltage has greater noise immunity 

than TTL. The lower speed 065 CMOS also eliminates some of 
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thf" prob\Ma eixpttrl~nced wlth TTL ln th .. rorn o( croastalk 
due to lts hlghf'r swltchlng speed. Hore careful clrcult 
layout and addltlon.a\ bypaaslng are neceasary to e\lmlnat~ 
th<-ae effects, Because or these varloua considerations 
(lower cost, wlder temperature range, lower power dlsslpo
tlon, LSI capability and smaller overall package), CMOS ls 
heavily favorP.d as a logic choice for the circuitry of this 
system wt th a possible consl.deration of PMOS if large scale 
i,ntegration ls to be considered, 

; 

.. ---·------,--------
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CIJAeif:1 a • Cllt<;tJIT ou,a1tI1~'f 

In tt,t s ct,aptPr cl: rcul try whl,ch car, ltnpl Pment thf' 

orovtoualy tll11cua1ed control system ls presented. Thls 

circuitry ls subdlvlded 1,nto sP.veral parts. TI1e first of 

,mtch is the powf!r supply. The r1ext part ls the clutcJ1 

Pngagfmlent control electronlcs. This circuit decldPs 

which clutchPs should be engagPd according to the posltlor1 

of thP sPl~ctor lever. The third part, thA clutch engage

ment verification circuit, verifies the fact that the two 

clutch halves 11re at the proper speed to be engaged. ·rt,e 

next part of thP. control system is the clutch speed com

parison ci.rcuit. This circuit compares the speeds of the 

two halves of the next clutch to be engaged and sends a 

signal hack to the clutch engagement circuitry when the 

speed.of the two halves is the same. This circuit is used 

al so to dete,c.t zero road speed. This check is made when 

a shift from ,.neutral" to "drive" or "reverse" is called 

for. The last two parts of the circuitry are the engine 

speed control circuit and the road speed control circuit. 

Throughout this chapter, all leads indicated by 

"POS'' or "NEG" are connected to the positive or negative 

vehicle supply. All flip-flops are D flip-flops, type 

~-JCl 4013. 
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The power t\!PllJ clrcultry appean ln ngure 14, 
The de aupply ror the dl&ltal loglc lnclude1 provl•lon 
ror reaovlng tranelenta rr·oa the vehicle electric.al ayatea 
and cllpplng the output to a aax1.fNII o! IS volte. The 
cl lpplng la per!m:med by an 11. 5 V t 5% aener dlode in 
conjunction vlth a ten watt 100 ohm reelator. The tvo 
aha internal l•pedance of the zener diode gt.vee an add· 
ttlonal 2,4 volts acroaa the zener diode in the presence 
of' load dtnp tranalent1 which may be•• high•• 120 
volte. 9 The flve percent tolerance on the zener dlode 

I 00 A ro s __.. ......... ---" ~-.....--..,_..--......... ---~..,__------ I IN400i 10w' 

100 I( 

o.tpF 

NEG---------------+---+------------------...,_--......._ ______ 0 

! .. fr'? n1r. 1, ! I \ • • ' 

voltage combined wlth the temperature coefficient of 
o.01i / 0c add another 9% or 1.035 volts ·to the volcage 

···---

... . - . . ' . . . - --

of the zener diode. Thus, altogether the voltage across 
the sener diode, and therefore the output of the power 
supply, ia kept below 15 volts. The 1N4004 dtode blocks 
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negattve tran.alent,. Although the tara••t tranalent• 

a.re ln the 100 volt ran&•• thtt enra proteetlon arforded 

by the 40·0 volt ratlna of thl• dlode 11 worth the 1llght 

lncreaee ln coet. The 1000 alcrotarad capacltor 1upplle1 

current to keep the clrcult operating for the ahort dura• 

tlon of the negative tranalent. The 0.1 alcrofarad 

capacitor la ueed to provide hlgh frequency byp.aaal.ng. 

The reaaln.der o! the component• ln thl1 clrcult are uaed 

to provide a blas voltage !or the Schmitt trlggera. Thl• 

blaa voltage l• ane half the supply voltage and labeled \V. 

~lutgb Engoaemont Cpntrgl c1rcu1t 
Aa mentioned prevloualy, thla circuit controls the 

engagement of the six clutche8 in the transmiaalon. These 

six clutches must be engaged in the proper order at the 

proper tl11e, A schematic diagram of thla circuit appears 

in Figure 15. Brle!ly, the circuit operates aa follows. 

The position of the selector switch lndlcatea which range 

ls desired. This information is stored in four clocked 

flip-flops. These flip-flops are necessary so that lf an 

improper shift selection ls made the previous shift 

selection will be maintained. An improper shift will 

also sound an alarm, In "drive• the transmlaslon can 

be in any one of four ranges. An up/d9Wll counter ia used 

to keep track of which of these ranges the tranamiselon ls 

in. The outputs of the up/down cotmter are decoded to 

provide shift engagement signals. These signals are sent 
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to thf' clutct, Pngagfflll~nt vartrtcatton cl.rcult to enp,:tt 

tt1P clutchea. To 1111k~ sure that one clutch la engaged 

before anothrr ls dlaengaged, a algnal from the preaaure 
~wl tcht:ts connected to the clutch hydraul le l lnea la used 

to clock the counter from thP clutch engageman; state to 
the clutch disengagement state. 

A more detailed discrlptlon follows. The poaltlon 

of the selector swltch detennlnes the range (•start•, 

"neLatral •, •reverse", "drive low" and "drive htgh•) that 

the transmission is to be in. This switch may be mounted 

on the instrument panel in such a manner as to be inside 

the housing of the electronic circuitry or lt may be 

mounted remotely. If it is mounted remotely it will be 

connected to the circuitry by the same type of cable as 

was previously described for use in connecting the 

sensors to the circuitry. Four clocked set-reset flip

flops (gates 1 through 15) are used to store the infor-

r11ation from the selector switch. Gate 17 provides the 

clock input for the first three flip-flops (gates 1 

through 12). The clock for the fourth flip-flop will be 

discussed later. When either of the inputs to gate 17 is 

low, the states of the flip-flops can be changed. The 

shift inhibit input is high both when the truck is moving 

or when the engine is not at idle. This input is pro-
I 

vided by another circuit and will be described later, 
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n,,. oth@r lnput to gate 17 cor1oa from a relay. Ihla rftlay 

pul la ln and provtdea a htgh Olatput whttnever the englne 

turns the alternator raster tha,n cranklng speed. The uie 

of a relay of this type to disengage the cranking naotor 

once the engine has starte·d ls commonplace and ls known as 

the Delco-Renay ·ADLO· system. Therefore, use of a relay 

in this appllcatlon wt.11 present no problem. Thus, 

whenever the englne ls not running, or when it ls running 

at idle speed and the vehicle is not moving, t:he state of 

the first three flip-flops can be changed by the selector 

switch. · 

When the engine ls runnin.g at some speed other than 

idle and/or the vehicle is mOJ ing, changing t.he selector 

lever will not change the state of the flip-flops but 

will sound the alarm. The signal to turn on the alarm 

comes from one of the EXCLUSIVE-OR gates 18, 19, 20 or21. 

If the input to any of the flip-flops does not agree with 

the output of that flip-flop, due to the input having 

been changed when the clock input was low, the EXCLUSIVE

OR gate for that flip-flop will turn on the alarm th~ough 

NAND gate 22. The driver for the alarm consists of four 

transistors in common emitter configuration. Each· tran

s_istor is either in saturation or cutoff. Only the last 

transistor (2N3055) will ever se~ a voltage higher than 

2 volts. Therefore, high voltage transients will not hurt 

these transistors, The choice of 2N2222 transistors for 
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thP drlvera and a 2Nl055 tranalator tor the output waa 

baaff·d on tht! wl.de avatlablltty and low coat oC theae 

tranalstora. The alana constata or a buzzer and llght 

similar to those presently usf!d for low alr lndlcatlon 

except that the buzzer wt 11 have a dl fferent ton·e, The 

diode aupresses any lnductlve kick-back frcn thls buzzer. 

Because the 2N3055 ls not a hlgh speed transistor, this 

diode need not be a high speed device. 

The fllp-flop made up of gates 13,14 and 15 ls the 

neutral-start flip-flop. When the selector lever ls not 

in "drive" or •reverse", the output from this flip-flop 

detennines whether the transmission is in •neutral• or 

•start•. Once the engine his started, gate 15 inhibits 

the flip-flop from going into "start:•. However, if the 

flip-flop is in "start" it will stay there until put into 

"neutral". This allows a shift into "start" only when 

the engine is not running, but fran "start" to "neutral" 

anytime, 

With the selector switch in "drive high" the outputs 

of gates 1 and 5 are high and the outputs of gates 3 and 

7 are low, With the selector switch in "drive high" the 

outputs of gat.es 1 and 5 are high and the outputs of gates 

3 and 7 are low, With the selector switch in· '-'drive- low·~ 

the outputs of gates 3 and 5 are high and the outputs of 

gates 1 and 7 are low. Thus the second flip~flop is used 

to indicate "drive", with the ·first flip-flop indicating 
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•drlv@ hlgh• or •drlve tow•. -The third Cllp•flop 

lndtcat•_ • • • ,. ... ,.. h f h r11 r1 1 dl ~v reverie .,"' t e ourt p· op n catea 

The starter interrupt feature or tltls clrcuit al lows 

the starter motor to be energized only when the engine ls 
not running and the transmission ls in "r1eutral". Thls 

interlock uses a relay whose contacts are ln series with 
the starter switch and the starter solenoid, The driver 
for the relay is the same type as that for the alann. 
However, the protection diode has a resistor in series 
with it. This allows the relay to drop out faster than 
it would if only the diode were used, This resistor has 
the same resistance as the relay coil, This allows the 
voltage across the driver transistor to go to twice the 
supply voltage. The INHIBIT output goes low when the 
transmission is in "neutral", With this output low and 
the output of the engine run relay low, the starter inter
lock relay is de-energized and the starter is allowed to 
crank. 

The clutches engaged in the various ranges are shown 
in Table 1,- The on~y difficult range is "drive" which 
comprises four separate ranges, To keep track of which 
range the transmission is in, an up/down-- counter is used. 
This counter is counted up or down one count every time 
the two halves of the next clutch to be engaged are at 
the same speed, The outputs of the counter are decoded 
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11TRANS?vt!SS ION CLUTCHES SELECTOR RANGE S\1'ITCH A B C . 1 '0 E R 

START ON START - - -- - . 

REVERSE ON ON REVERSE • 

I ON ON DRIVE L0\1' 

I ON ON 
DRIVE II ON ON 

HIG!i III ON ON 

IV ON ON 

NEUTRAL NEUTRAL 
TABLE 1 CLUTCHES ENGAGED IN THE VARIOUS RAN~ES 

: 

,· 
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by the decoder a,nd gate, 34 through 46 to glve clutch 

engage atgnala. The1e algnala go to the clutch engage• 

11ent verlClcatlon clrcutt where a aecond, 1eaa accurate 

che-ck or clutch halr apeeda la made. Ir thla check alao 

indicates that the clutch ahould be enga.ged, then the 

proper solenoid valve la turned on. 

Table 2 shows the relatl onshlp betwe·en the cotmter 

output, transmission range, the clutches engaged and the 

members whose speed a are compared. A.s can be seen, there 

is one count between each of the four ranges of "drive high". 

This is due to the fact that the new clutch ls engaged 

before the old clutch is disengaged, This keeps.the 

engine under load in the event that one of the clutches 

does not engage. To insure that the new clutch is engaged, 

an oil pressure switch is installed in the hydraulic fluid 

line of the clutch, A signal is then required from this 

switch before the counter is advanced and the old clutch 

is disengaged. 

This is accomplished as follows, Whenever the selec

tor switch is not in drive, the output of gate 7 is high. 

This resets the counter to 000. As seen in Table 2 this 
- - - . - - . --------- -~-~------- ··---· -- -···. 

is the count for "reverse••, "neutral" or ••start". If the 

selector switch is in "reverse" then the output of gate 9 

is high which forces .the output of gate 32 high, This 
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COUNTER 
. 

OUTPUT 

000 

001 

010 

011 

100 

101 

110 

111 
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cat.,11e1 the decodttr output 58 to go hlgh. Gattta 34 

through 46 dPCod" thla algnal and prcduce algnale lndlcat• 

tng that clutches IE) and 1B) ahould be engaged. Ir the 

selector awltch la ln •neutral• or •atart• the outputs of 

eates 7 and 11 are hlgh and t.he output of gate 9 ls low. 

This causes the outputs of gates 25 and 32 to go low a.nd 

the decoder output SO goes hlgh. If the selector switch 

ls ln "neutral", gates 14 and 27 will be low causing the 

INHIBIT output to go low. This puts the transmission in 

"neutral• by disabling the drivers for the solenoid valves 

which engage the clutches, If the selector switch is 

moved to "start" and the engine is not running, gate 14 

will go high, This makes the INHIBIT output go high and 

allows the clutches to be engaged, With the decoder 

output SO high clutch (I will be engaged, This engage

ment takes place even if the clutch engagement verifica-

tion circuit determines that because of clutch half speed 

mismatch it should not, 

The only remaining range is "drive". The operation 

of the circuitry with the selector switch in this position 

is more complicated, With the selector switch in "drive" 

the output of gate 5 goes high and is coup.led through the 

100 pf capacitor into the preset enable (PE) input of the 

counter, This presets the counter 001. The 100,000 ohm 

resistor discharges the capacitor to a low level in 

approximately ten micro-seconds, With the preset enable 
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1 nr,ut low, th~ counter vl l 1 agaln reapond to clock P'Jllf'f' • 
• With the counter praeet to 001, the tranaral11ton ta ln 

range I and clutchea IC] and IE) are engaged. When the 
drlver steps down on the accel@rator, the truck starts 
moving forward. Slnce the speed la lncreaalng, the ID 
lnput goes hlgh. Thta causes the output or gate 32 to go 
high and puts the up/dovn counter in the count-up mode. 
The clutch comparison circuit compares members (D and@ 
and when they are at the same speed causes the CK lnput to 
go high. Thls causes the counter to count up and its 
output becanes 010. This new count is decoded and a 
signal indicating clutch mJ should be engaged is sent out. 
With the Qt output of the counter 1~ the output of gate 
49 is forced low and the output of gate SO is the same 
as that of the output of the eight channel data selector. 
The data selector has as its selector input 101 which 
connects input XS to the output. This is the line from 
the pressure switch connected to the clutch cm hydraulic 
line. When the hydraulic pressure builds up causing clutch 
mJ to engage, the pressure switch closes and the 
counter cotm.ts up one more count. Low pass filters, con
sisting---0f the 100,000 ohm resistor and 0.01 microfarad 
capacitor on the inputs from the pressure switches, 
eliminate contact bounce. The Schmitt trigger on the 
output of the eight ~hannel data selector increases the 
rise time of the clock signal to insure good clocking. 
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At thl1 polnt the output or thtt counter ta 010. The 

counter agatn recelvee lt1 clock lnpute rrora the CK tnput. 

Wl tt1 changea ln vehicle apeed, the up/down counter con-

t lnuea to count up and down as prevloualy deacrlbed. 

Clutch Eou&emeot Y1tl(J.s1,tgo c1r;u1, 
Thls section of the system provldes an additional 

safeguard to prevent the clutches from being engaged at 
• 

the w·rong time, This safeguard ls in the fonn of a wide 

tolerance speed comparlaon. The circuitry to perform 

this comparison ls shown 1n Figure 16. Thls fugure also 

shows the circuitry for the clutch member speed sensors. 

As previously stated, the sensors used are of the induc

tive type. One output of each of these sensors is con

nected to the ~V supply. The other output is run into a 

Schmitt trigger. The four Schmitt triggers are made from 

a quad comparator driving a CMOS invertor. This CMOS 

invertor decreases the output rise time. The combination 

of the 100,000 ohm resistor on the input and the 360,,000 

ohm feedback resistor .allows operation with only 2. 5 volts 

(SV peak to peak) out of the transducer when the supply 

voltage is 15 volts', The relationship between these 

resistors isa 
\· 

Rf;~~Qac~ = l~~rm :ajt Rfeedback = 300,000 ohms, With a 

5% tolerance on the resistors, this increases to· 331,580 

and ~heref ore 360 ,. 000 ohms is used. · The speed outp~t for 
' 
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mM1ber © la run lnto a D rt lp· Clop connectftd aa a dl vld• 
by two counter. Thl1 provides a ~ @ output whlch la used 
for the engagea1ent of clutch ~. 

The apt!ed canparlaon clrcult ln Figure 16 la on~ of 
five identical cir·cults. The only d1ffer·ence ln these 
circuits are in the inputs used. The lnputs for clutches 

16] through [El are sho1r111 in Figure 16. The operatlon of 
this circuit is as follows, The speed signals for the two 
members of the particular clutch go into the clock inputs 
of the two counters. When one of the counters has counted 
to 16 the output of AND gate 1 or AND gate 8 goes high. 
The clock input will be lm4 When the clock input goes high 
the output of gate 3 or gate 7 will go low. This will 
cause the output of gate 5 to go high, and clock the D 
flip-flop. The delay of one half clock pulse is necessary 
to eliminate false clocking of the D flip-flop due to 
propagation delays in the counter. If both of the counters 
have counted to at least 15, the outputs of gates 2 and 6 
will be low, causing the output of gate 4 to be high and 
driving the D input of the flip-flop high. This will in -turn cause the Q output to go low when the flip-flop is 
clocked. This low input on gate 9 causes its output and 
therefore one of the inputs to gate 10 to go high, If the 
other two input·s to gate 10 also go high, the output of 

gate 10 will go low. This will turn on the solenoid valve. 
The driver for thr-':s,lenoid valve ·is the same as that in 
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FlgtJre 15 whtch waa uaed tor the alam. Once the 1olttnold 

valve cauaea thP clutch to engage and the ahl, rt takea 

place, the speed or the two ntf!ftlbera being co,npared wll l 

change. This will cauae the output of the fllp•!lop to 

go high. However, since the output of gate 10 la low, one 

of the lnputs to gate 9 will still be low and the clutch 

will rem.aln enga.ged untll the circuit in Figure 15 dla

engages it, Thus the clutch engagement veriflcatlon cir

cuit can keep a clutch from being engage4 but once the 

clutch is engaged, this circuit cannot cause it to be 

disengaged. When the transmission is put into the "start" 

range, clutch (I] must be en.gaged whether or not the two 

halves are at the same speed. Therefore, when the SO 

output of the decoder in Figure 15 goes high, the set 

input on the flip-flop for clutch (i] is forced high, 
-causing the Q output to go low regardless of the D input, 

At zero speed the outputs from the inductive speed sensors 

will drop to zero and this circuit will not function. 

Therefore, to allow clutches [Q] and (ID to be engaged when 

a shift is made into "drive" or "reverse", the shift 

inhibit signal is inverted and fed into the set input of 

the D flip-flop for these three clutches, 

The circuit for clutch IB] is not as complicated, 

Clutch IB] is always engaged when the vehicle is at zero 

road speed with the engine at idle. The circuit for clutch 

[B] contains only the solenoid valve driver and gates 9 and 
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10. Th4! lnput to gat• 9 con1es rrc:n thtt lnvertor rroaa t.ho 

SHJPr INHIBIT. 

ClUtGb 1Rced.klDPl[ilQD, ,,r,wl'1 
As previously stated, thla clrcult provldfts a clock 

pulse for the up/down counter in Flgure 15 whenever the 

speeds of the two halves of the next clutch to be engaged 

are the same. As stated in Chapter l, the periods of the 

signals from the two clutches are compared rather than the 

frequencies. \\11th the tra.nsmlsslon ln •drive• or •reverse" 

the NS input will be high and counter 4 will be held reset. 

The 1070 KHZ input will be able to propagate through gates 

10 and 4. This signal is used to clock counters 1 and 2. 

The two 8 channel data selectors determine the members 

whose speeds must be compared, based on the outputs of the 

up/down counter in Figu.re 15. The outputs from the data 

selectors are used to clock flip-flops 1 and 2 which are 

set up as divide by two counters, Only the operation of 

flip€t~p ·l will be described since the operation of flip

flop 2 is the same, First, assume that the Q output of 

flip-flop 1 is low. When the clock input of flip-flop I 

goes from low to high, the Q ·output will go high and the 
-Q output will go low, _The high state of the Q output will 

allow the 1070 KHZ signal to .clock counter 1. The low 

state of the Q output causes the flip~flop made up of 

gates 7 and 8 to go·low, When the clock input to flip

flop 1 goes low and then; ihigh again, its outputs will 
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chanae atatn and cnunter I wltl ,top countlna. Thla wlll 

nu1k-. both tnputa or gate JR low and cauee lta output to go 

hlgh. The hlgh output or gat.- 18 will keep fllp-flop l ln 

lts present state. Fllp•rtop 2 and the clrcultry asaocl-

ated with lt wlll go through a strnllar aet of tranaltlons. 

When the outputs of both gates 13 and 18 are hlgh, the 

output of gate 2 wlll go low. Thls wlll allow counter 3 

to start counting. When the Q2, Q3, and Q4 outputs of 

counter 3 go high, gate 14 will go low. This allows the 

output of gate 17 to go hlgh if t.he cowtt in counter 2 is 

greater tha.n or equal to the count in counter 1. The 

pulse from the CK output will stay high approximately 2 

microseconds, As counter 3 continues to count, Q 5 will 

go high. This will reset counters 1 and 2 and flip-flops 

3 and 4. When Q3 goes high, with QS still high, the out

put of gate 15 will go low and set the two flip-flops made 

up of gates 5 and 6 and gate 7 and 8. With the outputs of 

gates 6 and 7 high, the outputs of gates 13 and 18 will go 

low and fl.ip-flop 1 and flip-flop 2 will again be able to 

change state. Furthermore, the output of gate 2 will 

high and counter 3 will be reset. This allows the 

comparison cycle to begin all over again. 

Flip-flops 3 and 4 are used to disable the output 

whenever counter 1 or counter 2 overflows. EXCLUSIVE-OR 

gate 16 in conjunction with the 100,000 ohm resistor and 

100pf capacitor puts out a positive pulse every time the 
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up/down input changes state. Thla pulae la uaed to aet the 

Q output of fllp·Clop 4 high and dlaable the CK output, rr 
thls were not done, Cor part or the cc:nparlson cycle thls 

cl rcul t would compare the speeds !or onP clutch and for tt1e 

rest of the comparlaon cycle lt would compare lt for 

another clutct1. This wl 11 only happen, of course, if dur

ing the comparison cycle the up/down control changes and 

therefore, the next clutch to be engaged changes. The St 
input which goes to flip-r·top 3 disables the CK output in 

a similar manner. From Table 2 it can be seen that when 

the transmission is ln Range I and the speed is decreasing, 

the Sl output will be high. If a clock pulse is presented 

to the up/down counter at this time, the up/down counter 

will count down and the transmission will go into •neutral" 

or "start". 

This circuitry is also used to determine zero road 

speed. When the transmission is in "neutral" or #start", 

the NS input will go low. This allows counter 4 to count 

and flip-flop 5 to change its state, Thus, the 1070 KHZ 
I ' 

c~,C>Qk·;· .. :~~-8~1- ··ts· divided· by 4 and this. lower frequency 
.. - ,t. • ~. : .. 1 • .. . . . . . .. ~. ·' ' .. ' ' . . ' . . 

· · signa·l. is sub.st.itut.ed for the,..107.o.· KHZ $ignal in the clutch 

speed comparison. With the transmission- in this .. neutral" 

or "start" range, the 8 channel data selectors will select 

road speed as the input, The circuitry will then proceed 

as it did previously to .·check the period, of the signal 

from the road s·peed sensor, If this signal· has a long 
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enough period, counter 2 wl 11 overr··tow and ct,e output or 
r1 lp· rtop l wl t 1 go hlgh. Thus, when the output or g.at@ 1'• 

g~a high, the Q output or rttp-ttop S wlll go hlg.h lndl· 

eating O road speed. The period or the road ape·ed algnal 

to cause overflc,.., la 15 mllliseconds. This corresponds 

to 1 mph, 

,n&lne Speed C9ocro1 
A general description of the operation of this control, 

as well as the operation of the road speed control, was 

given in Chapter 4. Figure 18 is a sche·matic diagram of 

the circuitry. 

Engine speed is sensed by a Hall effect sensor. The 

ou~put signal from this sensor is fed into a Schmitt trig

ger. The feedback resistor on this Schmitt trigger is 

200,000 ohms since the output of the Hall sensor swings 

essentially between the two logic levels, The output from 

the Schmitt trigger runs into flip-flop 1 which, as 

explained in Chapter 3, divides its frequency by 2. This 

half engine speed signal is used to gate high frequency 

clock pulses into counters 4 and 5, The high frequency 

clock signals come from a crystal oscillator whose output 

frequency is divided in half by flip-flop S. A description 

of the operation of this crystal oscillator can be found ~ 

in Reference 13. When the Q output of flip-flop 1 has 

gone from high to low and back to hi·gh again, counters 4 

and 5 will contain a count which is proportional to the 
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pf'rlod or thn t:tlgnal rron thr englne speed aenaor. n,11 
count I I tf1«.n compared to rh,. reference by co-,,aratora 1 
and 2. If thP engtne speed ls belc,,., tho set point, tho 
A> 8 011tput of comparator J wt 11 go high. If the engine 
speed ts greater tl1an the set point, the A< R output wl 11 

The AO, BO, Al and Bl lnputs to comparator 2 
are connected to the same logic level, This allows a 
varlat ion of f0t1r counts in counters 4 and 5 wl thout caus
ing the output of comparator 1 to change. Thus, a deadband 
is establl.shed, The relationship of this deadband and of 
the set polnt will be discussed later. 

Flip-flops 3 and 4 are used to store the outputs of 
comparator 1 while a new count and comparison cycle is in 
progress. Gates 23 through 28 are used to gate the signals 
from flip-flops 3 and 4 to the solenoid valve drivers. As 
stated in Chapter 3, it is necessary to reverse the direc
tion of the hydraulic pump/motor control each time a new 
range is entered. In ranges I and III, input AA, from 
Figure 15, is low. This gates the increase loading 
(decrease engine speed) signal from flip-flop 3 into the 

-lower solenoid valve driver, The Q outputs of flip-flops 
3 and 4 are used because the solenoid valve driver must 
have a low logic level to turn on the solenoid valve. 
Whenever it is determined that a shift should be made, and 
therefore a new clutch engaged, the ~atio of the trans
mission should be held constant, As seen from Table 2, a 

• 
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at1t ft occtara whftnttvctr the QI output or the up/down eou.ntnr 

I. n Fl gur4! I 5 la 1 ow. tfowctver, when the t ransrat as l on ls t n 

"reverse•, thft tran9ntlsator1 ratio rau.at be allowed to change. 

The orr lnput from Flgure 15 ls hlgh whenever these condi

tions are met. Thls signal cauaea the outputs of gates 24 

and 27 to go high. 

\e/henever the CARRY OUT output of counter 4 goes low, 

indicating that the next clock pulse wlll cause an overflow 

condition, the Q output of r·11p-flop 1 is forced t11gh, 

thereby inhibiting further clock pulses, The output from 

gate 16 presets counter 4 and resets counter 5 when the 

signal from the engine speed sensor goes low following a 

count-comparison cycle. 

The signal which is preset into counter 4, and allows 

engine speed to drop to "idle" as road speed drops to zero, 

is stored in the latch. The input to the latch comes from 

counter 2 which collllts road speed pulses to give an output 

proportional to road speed. The time base for this 

frequency counter is the crystal oscillator. The output of 

the crystal oscillator is divided down by counter 3. The 

outputs of counter 3 are decoded to give strobe and reset 

pulses. With the input to gate 7 high, the strobe signal 

will go high when the QlO, Q12, Ql3 and Ql4 output_s __ of_ 
- . . .. 

counter 3 are high and when the Qll output is low. If the 

· input to gate 7 goes low while the strobe signal is high, 
' . . --.... 

then the strobe signal will rema1~·"·htgh~ 1 :_ffowever, ~.if the r 
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Input tt> gat«- 7 goe,1 low bn(orn the 1trob" ~lgnal goes 

t1lp,rh, the atrobe al,gnal wlll ho held low untll the lnput t:o 

~llt" 1 goea htgh, The lnpuc to gate 7 gOPa t1 lgh whenevPr 

c,ntanters 4 and 5 are counting. Thus, the strobe slgnal l~ 

prPvented from ROlne hlgh wht 1.P. tf1e preset enablP lnput ts 

t1l8t1. The strobe pulse width ts 1 mllllsecond wt1lle tt1e 

p~rlod of the engine speed signal will never be greater 

than ~ millisecond. Therefore, the strobe pulse \t1ill al\r:ays 

appear, but my be of shorter duration. \~1en the strobe 

J>t1lsP goes hi,gh, the output of gate 3 is forced high 

fJreventing further clocking of the cot.Dlter. The reset 

pulse to counter 2 will be high when the Qll, Q12, Ql3 and 

Ql4 outputs of counter 3 are high, The decoding of the 

outputs of counter 3 to provide che strobe and reset pulses 

is insensitive to the propogation delays between the 

stages of the counter. 

If the input frequency to counter 2 is high enough 

that this counter counts to 7, gate 1 will go low and stop 

any further counting until the counter is reset, Thus, an 

increase in the road speed signal above 250 Hz will give no 

further increase in engine speed. This corresponds to 200 

revolutions per minute of the output shaft of the trans-

1nission with ____ 75 __ _p_ulses per revolution, 

When the transmission is in "neutral .. or "start", 1 .. 

' the NS input will be low. This forces the output of gate 8 

low and allows counter 1 to divide the variable reference 
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frooi F'tgur~ 11') hy 212 • Thls glvf'a an lnput co the 

frrqunncy counter whlch varies between 291 lfz and 29. l ffz. 

ThP Increase and decrease slgnt1la (I,D) wlll tt1en be se,1t 

to Figure 19 where they wlll control the englno fuol lnJ~e
tton ptnnp rack position. The two solenoid valvP drlve.rs lr1 

tt1ls circul t wi 11 be held off hy the OFF lr1put. TI1e strol>f• 

ptJlse 1.s used to reset counter 1. Tt1us, counter 1 .starts 
' ot1t counttr1e fron1 0 at the beginning of each frequency 

r11easurem<'nt period for counter 2. This prevPnts a high to 

low transltior1 of tJ1e output of counter 1 when the lnput 

to counter 1 has a period less than 30 milliseconds, 

The Sl'"IIFT INHIBIT outpt1t is low whenever the vehicle 

is not n1oving and the engine speed ls "idle". l\fhen the 

transmission is in "drive" or "reverse", the fact that the 
eng~e speed is "idle" indicates that the road speed is 

zero. Thus, the O ROAD SPEED input only goes low when t~1e 

road speed is not zero and the transmission is in "neutral" 
or ''start", The engine speed is at "idle" when the output 

of cotmter 2 is zero and the A> B output of comparator 1 is 

zero. This indicates that the engine speed is not being 

further decreased and therefore is the idle value called 

for by counter 2. Gate 4 is used to.sense this condition. 

The limits for the deadband of the engine speed con
troller are 236 counts and 219 counts. This gives a 4 

count deadband and allows contr~l of engine speed within 
0.89% of the center of the deadband. With counter 4 pre-
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or 900 rp•. ~ilth counter prnsot to 0111, onlt 125 clock 
flUl908 arr nrCP98llr)~ to lltcaalne thP COlllltOr OUtJ)lJt Up lO 

217. Th l !4 rorrnspo,,1t111 tc, 1111 rr1sl 11e spoetd of 1700 rpm. 
Tilf!SP calculatlor1~ '"er<' rnadP asstunlr,g an out11ut frOfn tl1~ 
Cfll•et flt;~ ~,,~c<J 5f!0SOr of 150 J)Ulsc•s pr'r rf'VOlUl l on Of the 
enelr1c outptJt ~t,aft. 

The re1r.alnclPr of thr, clrc-ultry ln F1e,t1re 18 ,w1lll t,,~ 

dcscrib~d ln tt1c road speP.d S{)Ction, wt1lC'h \,'.111 be dis
cuss!!d next. 

Th~ road speed control circuitry ls shown in Figure 
19. NotP.1 Fi~ure 19 appears on two pages, A general 
description of the operation of the road speed governor and 
its interact:ton with the engine speed governor l1as already 
been Bi vc,1 and tl1erefore \vi 11 r1ot be repeated i11 this 

• s0ct1011. 

TJ1e rnad speed ir1put comes from a Ha 11 effect se11sor 
and is ru1l into a Schmitt trigger just as in the case of 
the engine speed sensor, The frequency of this signal is 
divided in half by flip-flop· 1. The signal from flip-flop 
1 is then used to gate clock pulses from a variable refer-
ence into counters 2, 3 and 4. When the trans1nission • lS 

in "cirive high", the III input is high. This al lows counter· 
1 ta divide the road speed signal by 10, When the trans
mission is in "drive low" or "reverse", the III input is 
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low 11nd tla• road speed 1lenal goea co fllp•flop I wlthout 
b<'lnr. rllvld,'fl I.rt rrequnncy. Thft varloblP refPrence ls 
r.nr1'ltrt1rt@cl from'• C:·a~ lnv,,rrrrs. TI1rt 120 ,,r to 1,200 pf 
varlablr rapacltor varlPs tt1P frP.qurncy of tJ1ls oaclllator • 
The accelerator pedal ls mochantcal ly l lr1ked to ti, ls 
capacitor. ~prrssffl8 the accelerator pedal causes thP 
capacltan<'<' to decrease nnct the frequC'r1cy to increase. A 
furthl"r descrlJ>t ion of tt1ls osci 1 lator can be foWld ln 
R~fcrence 14, 

OncP. a series of clock pulses have been gated into 
counter~ 2, 3 and 4 by a low to high to low transitioo of -tl1e Q output of flip-flop 1, a series of comparisons are 
rnade between the ot1tputs of these cot..D1ters and the set 
points, When the Q output of flip-flop 1 goes high and 
the output of the variable reference goes low, the output 
of gate 40 will go low. This causes the output of the 
flip-flop consisting of gates 41 and 42 to. go high, 
Further transitions of the output of the variable refer
ence have no effect on the output of this flip-flop. Tl1c 
I1ieh output on the gate 42 clocks the D flip-flop and 

-causes tl1e Q out:put to go high and the Q output to go 101,,. 
T11u,s·, counter 5 ,is allowed to count. The firstc-eloc.k pulse 
t:o counter 5 w-i.11 o.ccur· :~ cycle lat-er when th·e output of 
the variable- reference goes high. Thus a minimum delay of 
\. cycle of the variable reference is obtained before the 
.Q.l output of the decoder goes high. The INHIBIT inputs on 
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thf' deco«Jors a,._, lUIC'.'d to knep tho decoded outputs tow ror 

~ clock cyclr ,afl~,.r count"r 5 la clocked. Thl,a ••l l1nlr1atna 

lncorrect outputs due to r,ropqatlon delays ln counter 5. 

When thn output or countor 5 la one (0001), the QI 

output of decodor I and the QO output or decod~r 2 wl 11 be 

l1lgJ1, Alsn tJ1c A lr,put to thP ~tCllt539 data s<'lertors \•llll 

be low arid the A lnput wlll he hlet1. This selects the 

outputs of the 1 atches to be compa.red wl tt1 the out1>uts of 

t.J1e counters. Th~ latches contain tl1e prev l OlJS ly computC'd 

l r1tennadiate set· point for tl1e road spe~. Tf the road 

SJ>eed is eqt1al to the previot1sly computed valt1C', the A 11: B 

011tput ,..,111 eo hi.gh. If the road speed is ereater than the 

previously computed value, the A> B output wi 11 go high and 

if the road speed is less than the previously canputed 

value, the A< B output will go high, If the A = B output 

goes high, the outputs of the flip-flops made up of gates 

23 and 24 and eates 25 and 26 will go low. If the A> B 

output is high, the flip-flop made up of gates 23 and 24 

will go high. If the A< B output is high, the output of 

the flip-flop made up of gates 25 and 26 will go high, The 

next- count of counter 5 causes the Q2 output ·of decoder 1 to 

go high. Also, the A input to the data selectors will go 

hi:gh and the B inp.ut will go low. Thus the road speed 

value stored in the counters is compared to the deadband 

limits, A deadband is established in the same way as it 

was .. in the engine speed controller. If the road speed is 

' 99 ...... 
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wlthln t.he dPadband, tt10 outpLJt or gate 16 wt 11 go low 
rorclng the output nr th~ Cllr,-rtop mad•• tar, or aat•a 17 and 
l8 high. Thla forces tl1e outptJt of eate 39 ar1d tt1orf'fnrr 

r,ates 21 and 26 low, Ir tho 1·nad speed ls outaldu or thr 

deadband, thPn tt1P output of Plther gate 11 or 32 wl 11 co 
high dPpPndlne upon t·lt1Pthrr tl1e road speed l.s t1lghcr or 

lower than the deadband. Thn n~xt count of cowiter 5 
causes the Q3 output of decoder I to go hlsh. The A and R 

inputs to the data selector "'111 both be eltf1er hlgh or l0tv. 

This ~<'lects eitl1C?r the upper or lower approach band l lrni ts 

for comparison to the counter OtJtJ"luts. If in the previous 

compari.so11 the road speed was belo,.., the deadband, the 
' output of gate 31 will be low and the A and B inputs will 

be high. If the road speed was greater than the deadhand, 
tl1f.' A and 13 inputs \vi 11 be low, If the road speed is abovr, 

th0. dearlhand and outside the approach band, the output of 

Bate 27 "'ill go low, This will force the output of the 

decrease flip-flop (eates 23 and 24) high and the output of 
increase flip-flop (gates 25 and 26) low. If the road 
speed is \iithin the deadband, the increase and decrease 

fl lp-flops tvi 11 retain their present states. The operation 
":of the circuitr)' \vhen the road speed is below the deadband 

.•.. • . '. 1· . 1 s s·11n1-- _.a-r;-.------ --- -

Tl1e next count of counter 5 causes the QO output of 
decoder 1 and Ql output of decoder 2 to go high. This 
forces the output of gate 51 low, which sets the outputs of 
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th, two rtlp-rtop1 made rrm gates 49 an,t 50 and gato1 

54 and 55 htel1. The hlsh transttlot~'t or ,;atr• ,,? clocks 

r11r,-flor,s 1 and 4 whtct1 pick lcJP tt,o tncrPase lUld decrease 

Information from ct1e Increase ar1d decreas<" flt.p-flops. 

rllp-flops 3 ar1d 4 store thlR Information llntll tt1e nex·t 

canp11rt.son cycl<" ,,t1en ne,,~ increase and decreaso commands 

are gtver1. TI1c hifjl, output of cate 49 forcP.s tl1e output 

of gate 11 low. If tt1e outpt1t of gate 37 ls low (the road 

speed is 11ot \\fi tJ1in the dcadband) tl1en tl,e clock pulses 

from the variable reference wi 11 cause tf1c counter to cour1t. 

If tl1c outptJt of eate 31 is l1ieh (indicating road speed 

above th~ deadband), the UD inputs to the up/down counters 

\,'i 11 be lol-1 and th~y wi 11 count down. If the road speed is 

above tho deadband, the cot1ntors wi 11 count up. After the 

p1 ... oper numhc\r of counts has been made by the up/down 

cotmters (thi.s number must be determined experimentally; 

t:he circuitry shows it as t,-10) the output of gate 52 wi 11. 

go low and clocl<ing of ·the up/down counters wi 11 cease. 

This wi11 also force the output o.f gate 12 -hi_gh so that 

t.he µp·./ .. _down c-.oun,ters. ·w1.-1·1. count: :~p -when coun:t:·ing road 

s:P·e,ed.. ·rn.e :stro:b.e p.u-1.·s-e wil.1 _go low -whe.,n. ~e Q3 outp·ut o·-f 

·-d:ec.od:er 2 go.es hi.gl1. Thus., the next value of the int-·e:r-·, 
. 

m-e.c.ti.at-e s:et. poir1t wil 1 be stored in the latch. 

., .. 

.... 

/,\ 
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When the Ql outputs or bott1 dt'COttar, artt hi &ti, tho 

output or gat" 46 wt 11 eo low. n1la wt 11 forrc ct1@ outrt•t 

or gate '•l hlgh antt N'Sot n I p-rtop 2 and the up/down 

rountora. Thla ln turn w111··~11et countPr 5, ct,,, r11,,-r1or 
M11dr ••fl or catrs )7 and 18, and the lnc·reaso and decreas~ 

n l p- f 1 ops. !it1en another roac1 speed cow1t l. nc seqtJencP Is 

lnltlatcd by fllp-flop 1, th~ low state of tfte Q output 

"'l 11 force tf1e ot1tput of eate 42 low and reset tf1e fl lp

rt op rnadP. tip of r,ates ,~ 1 and 42. Thus, a 11 of tJ1e flt p

fl 01,s and count~rs wt 11 be rr.ady for anotl,1er s<?rles of 

comparlsons bet\~een the up/do,\'n counter outputs and the 

set points. 

The drivers for the solenoid valves are tt1e same as 

in other parts of the systern. The decrease solenoid valve 

f.s nonnal ly open. Therefore tl1e signal fran gate 19 is 

i.nverted by eatP. 20. The OFF input fllllctions the same as 

in Ficure 18. 

When tl1e transmission i.s in "neutral" or "start'', 

the NS input goes low, This switches control of the 

engine throttle to the engine controller, 

The limits of the deadband are 2624 counts and 2687 

counts. This gives a deadband 64 cotmts wide, which puts 

·the edges of the deadband 1, 2% away from the center. The 
lower approach band is 2819 counts. This is a higher _____ - -·- -- --- -------- -·---

number of cqunts than the deadband since period is 

measured rather than frequency, The upper approach band 
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I 1 2492 cow,t1. There ant 113 counts IH'tttim"n th• edce• or 
thtt deadbantl and th_. 11 ral ts or the approach band,a. n1 I"' 
corrcapondt1 co si wldo dnadbands, Theao calculat lon.a wore 
made ba!lnd 011 75 1>1.,laes frCII the road speed sonaor ror 
evr,ry rrvolt1tl0tl of the OtJlput st,aft of the transmlsslon. 
Thn vnl ues for tf1e deadbar1d and approact1 ba11ds rnay have to 
be modlfled based on actual tests wlth the control syster,1 
lnstal l~d lr1 a vet1lcle. 

\"hPn tl1c driver makes a brake application, the 
input from the brake light switch goes low (for positive 
grounrl vehicles). The input from the brake light switch 
eoes into a Schmitt trigger made from eates 34 and 35 in 
Ficure IR. A 300,000 ohm fP.edback resistor is used due to 
the variations in the thresl1old of the Ct·!OS inverter. The 
100,000 ohm resistor limits the input current to gate 34 to 
less than 10 ma in tl1e presence of transients and prevents 
the gate fro,n being damaged, The 0.1 microfarad capacitor 
slo,v·s do,v11 tJ1e ScJ1mitt trigger and reduces its sensitivity 
to contact boW1ce. The low output of the Schmitt trigger 
al lotvs flip-flop 2 to change state, This output also goes 
to Fi~ure 19 \vhere it causes both solenoid valves to turn 
off. Thus, applying the brakes causes the engine fuel 

-~---:----:--~~----·- .. tn-jection pump rack to be moved to the minimum fuel posi-' 
tion, 

As the vehicle slows down, a point is reached where 
t·he road speed is too low to maintain the engine speed, · 
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Th·ta la Sf'naed by comparln8 tho o.iput or counter, 4 and 5 

In Flgur .. 18 to n af't polnt wt1lch la 5 counts t1lt,her than 

the count corresponding to the lower edge of the deadband. 

Thls corresponds to an englne speed which ts 2i low. Thu.s, 

ratt1er than the s tngle comparison between the outputs of 

c-0tmtcrs 4 and 5, descrl bed prf"vi OlJS ly, t,~o romp11rt sor1s 

are made. 1"h~n the Q output of flip-flop l gOP.s high 

fol lowing the low to high t rar,s t t ion of the CK t nput, tl1e 

outputof gate 21 goes low. This allows counter 6 to start 

counting. ,~en the counter begins counting tl1e Q3 outpt1t 

ls 1 ow and therefore the BJ ir1r>ut to compari tor 2 ls low. 

Thus tt1e comparison for enginE1 speed 2% low l.s made. If 

the engine speed ls low, the A> B output will go high. 

~\Fh~n the QJ outpt1t of counter 6 goes high, the signal fro,1 

the A> B output \-.'ill be clocked into flip-flop 2 and 11~1,J 

1111ti 1 tJ1P. Q1 011tput makes anotJ·1er low to higl1 transistio11. 

Th~ N output connected to the Q output of flip-flop 2 is 
> I 

used to diseneage all the clutches in the transmission. 
.,, 

It also turns off the two solenoid valves conti,olling 

-hydraulic pump/motor displacement. The N output switches 
I 

control of the fuel injection pump tack to the engine0 

speed controller. It also forces the output of gate 5.3 i11 

Figure- 19·--1ow-·-aflowing-tl1e ---s~·o-ienoid valves t·o be turned or1. 

Tl1e I1igh state of the Q3 output of cotm.ter 6 forces the 

output of g·.at.e· 21 low, This stops further counting of 

counter 6. The high signal applied to tl1e B3 input of 
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cnillp11rat nr 2 at l nws the, cOlflpllrl ,on betwe'N'n rt>lld ap"""" nnd 
thr dt,11dh.1ntl to be lll&d .. , When the CK lnput or ftlp•rtor l 
" en<'s tow aealn ttm output nr sate 16 gOPs hlgh and clocks 

fltp-ftop land 4. The sequences prevlously deecrlbed nrc-

~: 
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CttAPTER 9 TifE PROTOTYPE 

The detal ls or this ayatem design w«:•rr hasPd 011 a 

111:tflPr mechanl,ral ctrslgn of ttl(! tranamlsttlon. The workl11c 

,,rototype unit could be somewhat changed from the orlsl,nal 
cJcs lgn insofar as the number of stages of reduct l on, senr 

ratios, etc. are concerned. A modlftcation of the fi,nal 

electronic system details tl1en would he reqt1ircd. If it is 

c~lected to equip a prototype transmission wtth the proposed 

system and instal 1 tt1e unit in a vehicle, final details 

such as approach band widths and dead band width can be 

establ isl1ed experimentally. 

By combining the sophisticated solid state control .. 
p 

system proposed, with the advanced ~lA.PT concept, maximunt 

driver convenience can be combined with optimum vehicle 
performance. In addition, built-in safeguards protect the 

equipment against the possibility of damage thru driver 

abuse. 

i'.• 

., 
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